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CHAPTER I
IHTRODUCTION
Rationale.— The schools of today function in a world of change,
and as a consequence hoys and girls are faced with many conflicting
problems* It is felt by some that the secondary schools are still fall¬
ing short of preparing boys and girls for making the proper adjustments
in later life.
The course of study was originally narrowed and had as its aim the
preparation of young people for college. Today high schools give many
courses and preparation for college is only is only one of several aims.
It is harder to toll how well high schools serve the pupils, but is more
1
important to know, because so many more lives are affected.
The schools should gear their jarograms toward noeting the needs of
their pupils, if the schools are to prepare the students for life. The
schools must be constantly aware of the changing conditions in the world
and must be willing to make desirable changes in tteir program as often
as the necessity arises*
2
This idea is supported by the Virginia State Board of Education,
A dynamic society is a changing or constantly improving
1
National Education Association, "Studies of High-School Graduates"
(April, 1950), p, 1,
2
Virginia State Board of Education, Virginia’s High School Graduates
and Drop-outs of 1939-40 Bulletin, VIII (Richmond, Virginia),
1
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society. To recognize this and play their proper roles, edu¬
cational programs must constantly iraproTe by discovering their
weaknesses and overcoming them, as wall as discovering their
strengths and retaining them.
In general, changes in the school program are made on the basis of
the desires of the administrator and his staff. This is not a very
sound principle on which to make modifications in the school program.
Former students, parents and others interested in the program of the
school should be given an opportunity to participate in the plans of the
schools where changes are concerned. Each of these groups may furnish
valuable information. It is within this framework of cooperative shar¬
ing, planning and thinking that this research was undertaken.
Statement of the Problem,— The problem of this study was to deter¬
mine the extent to which graduates of Washington Street High School,
Covington, Georgia felt that their educational, vocational and social
needs were met through the program of the school during the period 1943-
53,
Purposes of the Study,— The overall purpose of this study was to
determine the extent to which graduates felt that the school provided
experiences which ware appropriate for meeting their educational, vo¬
cational and social needs.
The more specific purposes of this research were to obtain objective
answers to the questions to follow,
1, What was the extent to which graduates were prepared to earn a
living?
2, What was the extent to which graduates developed effective
personalities?
3, YJhat was the extant to which graduates were able to live health¬
fully and safely?
3
4* Yniat was the extent to which graduates were able to nanage
personal finanoes wlselyt
5* What was the extent to which graduates were able to spend
leisure tins wholesomely and enjoyable?
6* What was the extent to which graduates were able to tales an
effeotive part in eivie affairs?
?• What was the extent to which graduates were prepared for
marriage• home-caking and parenthood?
8* What was the extent to which graduates made effectiTO use of
educational opportunities?
Definition of Terms#—Special terms used in this study are defined
below*
!• "Educational Need," in this study means the extent to which
graduates are able to succeed in advanced study.
2. "Vocational Need," in this study means the extent to which
graduates are able to succeed in an occupation or vocation
without further study*
3* "Social Need," in this study means the extent to which graduates
have developed into desirable participating oitisens*
4* "Currioulum," in this study means the activities that are
provided for the students by the school*
5* "Transition Period," in this study means the shifting from
the Eleven-Year Program to a Twelve-Year Program*'*’
Locale*—The data for this study were ocmplled in Covington, Newton
County, Geewgia* Washington Street High School is the only Negro high
school in Newton County* The 1950 census showed that Newton County bad
a population of 20,185* The Negroes constituted 35*4 per cent of the
1




Industrial astablishmsnts are limited in this area* Due to this
fact* Negro women generally are domestio workers* Men usually work in
the cotton mill at Poterdale* sawmills or pulpwood Industry* A small
group attends Veteran Vocational Trade and Academic Schools* Still others
commute daily to Atlanta which is thirty-seven miles away* There are
several small restaurants and two insurance offices which are operated by
Negroes* Ministers* teachers* beauticians* barbers* carpenters and mor¬
ticians represent the major areas of work* There are several practical
nurses and one registered nurse who may be classified in the above areas
of work*
Many organisations are functioning in this area* all of which help in
some degree to stimulate the religious* educational* social and civic
interest of the city* The Goodfallows* The Blue Flames* The Socialites*
The Happy Hours* The Garden Club* The American Legion* The American
Legion Auxiiliary* The Heroines of Jerlco* The Home Mission* The Masons
and many Church Clubs of all denominations are among these organizations*
Washington Street High School is a combination school which accommo¬
dates elementary pupils from Covington* and high school pupils from the
entire county* There are twenty-three teachers including the principal*
One member of the faculty has received the Master of Education Degree*
eighteen have received the Bachelor Degree* three have received three
H* S* Bureau of Census, 1950 Georgia Population Reprint of Volume 1
(Washington* 1951)* p* 18*
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years or better of college training and one has less than three years of
college training.
The program of the school has been to a great degree subject-centered*
The Hone Economic Department and the Industrial Arts Department were added
in 1937} however* the Industrial Arts Department was dropped in 1943* A
small amount of laboratory equipment was piurohased in 1952 in order to
give some experience in manipulating scientific equipment* French and
Occupational Guidance also were added In 1952* The Agriculture Depart¬
ment was added in 1953 with primary interest in rural life for farm boys*
There are numerous out-of-class activities in the Washington Street
High School which provide experiences that would not be obtained other¬
wise* In general membership in organisations is not too restrictive*
Students are permitted to become members of any organisation where he or
she feels that the most service can be rendered* Close supervision of
the activities is provided because these activities are to a great extent
a part of the regular school program* Basketball* Glee Clubs* Mixed
Chorus* Hew Homemakers of America* New Farmers of imerloa* Ti-Y*
Tri-Hi-y* Debating Society* Honor Society* Dramatic Clubs* Fire-Marshal
Units and 4-H Clubs are among the out-of-olass activities to be found in
the school*
Method of Research*— The Normative-Survey Method of Research was used
in this study* Official records* questionnaires and intesrviews were used
as the data gathering instruments* The interview was used to supplement
the data secured on the questionnaire whenever feasible*
Description of Instrument*—This instrument has been used by the
6
Illinois Secondary School Curriculum Program*^ The items are classified
with space for checking the answers* This allows the respondent to use
a minimum amount of time in answering the questions* The questions are
designed to find out the extent to which graduates were helped hy the
Washington Street High School for meeting their educational* vocational
and social needs* The composite twsponses of the graduates thus afford
an appraisal of the adequacy of the program of the school by those who
are facing real-life problems* Consequently* this appraisal can be
expected to facilitate the work of curriculum development* Adequate space
has been provided for free-response in tlM questionnaire for the graduates
who felt the need of expressing some ideas which were not asked speci¬
fically* and were important to the enrichment of the program of the
school*
Procedure*—The gathering* analysing* interpreting and presenting of
the data followed the pattern below*
1* A survey of related literature was made and summarized in
written form*
2* Officials and others directly concerned with the school
program received explanations of the purposes of the study
in order to get their cooperation*
3* Permanent records of the g;raduatss during the period of
1943-1953 were reviewed*
4* A questionnaire was sent to each graduate oonoeiuied with
the study* With each questionnaire a self-addressed
stamped envelope and a letter of explanation were sent*
5* Within a reasonable length of time a card was sent to
1
Kenneth 6* Henderson* and John B* Goerwitz* How To Conduct A Follow-
Up Study ( Chicago* 1950)* j>* SZ*
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each graduate enoouraging a response*
6* Interviews were held with graduates to supplement responses
to questionnaires whenever possible*
7* The responses to the questions were recorded in proper forms,
analyzed and svimmarized*
8* Conclusions were drawn and recommendations were made on the
basis of the data collected*
9* These data ware presented in final thesis form as prescribed
by the School of Education of Atlanta University*
Value of the Study*--The overall value of all follow-up studies has
been stated by the Besearoh Bureau of The National Education Association*
Behind all follow-up studies is the desire to improve the
schools* Only by finding out just what graduates are doing and
thinking can the school learn just how to improve its services*
The schools, of course, want their graduates to suooeed in later
studies, in employment, the managemant of money, marriage and
parenthood, civic and social life, recreational activities, the
preservation of health, and religious life*^
It is hoped that this study will be used and render this type of
service to all persons who are concerned with the improvement of the
program of the school*
Survey of Related Literature*—The purpose of this part of the report
is to present the survey of the pertinent literature on the problems in¬
volved in the present study* The captions under which the survey of the
literature will be presented are listed as follows! (a) Implications
for curriculum modifications, (b) general school policies and (c) follow¬
up and related studies*
Implications for CurrioulvBB Modifications*—The schools should engage
1
National Education Association, Studies of High School Gradual^s
(Washington, D. C*, 1950), p* 14
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continuously in ovaluatlvo studies in order to keep abreast with the trends
of education. This idea has been expressed by Stratemeyer, Forkner and
IfcElmt
Evaluation is an integral part of curriculum development.
Ciurrieulum development and curriculum evaluation must be oon>
tinuous. As conceived in this study, curriculum development
is never static; nor is sound evaluation scxaething one does
today or periodically, but rather what one does in relation to
every situation in which boys and girls are learning. A
curriculum which is based on life situations growing out of
the needs, interests and concerns of the learners must neces¬
sarily be evaluated in terms of life activities as they are
participated in from day to day by boys and girls, by teachers
and administrators, by parents and employers.^
The school today should provide experience which will help students
to live more effectively in an adult world. Bossing states;
Education is best achieved in relationship to iimnediate
and compelling problems that face the individual in the here
and now. As the learner is enabled to discover and under¬
stand the nature of the problems that press upon him and develops
ocmipetenoies to solve them, the best preparation for his present
livixig is achieved. Educators now recognize the essential
characteristics of adulthood are achieved during adolesoenoe.
It is Important, therefore, to keep in mind that adulthood is
being achieved during adolesoenoe.^
Teachers and administrators must be constantly aware of the many
changes that are taking place in the society in which they are a part.
As a result they should continue improving themselves in order to pro¬
vide the most desirable experienoes for the boys and girls with whom they
are working. In this connection Bossing statest
There is an old aphorism to the effect that water can rise
1
Florence Stratemeyer, Hamden Forkner, and Margret MoKim, Developing
a Curriculum For Modern Living (New York, 1950), p. 614.
2
Nelson L. Bossing, Principles of Secondary Education (New York.
1949), p. 326.
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no higher than its souroe. This is particularly apropos vhen
applied to the relationship that exists hetween the school
admlnistratiTo-teaching personnel and the success of the school
program* In spite of the fears of some teachers that the newer
instructional devices such as sound movies* the radio* and
television would make teachers needless appendages of the school*
they are still essential* In fact* modern educational develop**
nsnts* both in our knowledge of the learning process and in
the program of education proposed* have made the teaching personnel
of the school more indispensable than ever* By the same token*
the school personnel can beocane a major asset to a forward-
looking school program or a crippling limitation upon it*^
It is not possible for the secondary school to keep up with the many
changes that are taking place todayi however* there should not be an
extensive cultural lag in the school eurrioulum* In the study made by
Henderson and Goerwits it is statedi
To some people - teachers and laynen alike - curriculum
revision mean scrapping everything and beginning "from
scratch*" Suoh a point of view is false* unrealistic* and
absurd* But with suoh a point of view* it is understandable
why these people are insecxire and want to "sit tight*" But
if teachers and laymen come to realize that a sound procedure
is to find out how things are at present* decide what problems
they can probably solve within the context of the time and
energy they have* and "go to it*" they probably will be less
imwllling to venture into what is to them the unknown and the
untried*^
Henderson and Goerwits fiirther state i
There is among laymen and educators* alike* a growing feeling
that secondary education has not kept abreast of the times*
Machine tools* the airplane* the radio* the labor-saving devices
of the home* and the forty-hour week have changed our way of
living of oven twenty-five years ago. The atomic bomb presents
us simultaneously with fear of catastrophe and with hope for a
1
Nelson L* Bossing* Principles of Secondary Education (New York*
1949)* p* 422*
2
Kenneth B* ^nderson* and John E. Goerwits* How To Conduct The
Follow-TJp Study (Chicago* 1950)* p. 9.
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l>etter way of life* Television is even now changing family
relations* patterns of oommunioation* and leisure-time
aotivities* Yet in the face of what all these developments
mean for the present and for the future* the OUrrioulm of .
of the secondary schools has changed hut relatively little*”*"
The ourrioulum of many schools is primarily geared for college prepa¬
ration* This should not he the ease* because less than half of the
graduates of tha secondary school enter college* Prosser statest
As never ■before progressive educators* and partioularly
those engaged in vocational education, are being asked to propose
material of more value to that long neglected army of youth who*
when they leave school* go to work and not to college* In a
sense these requests constitute a mors or less direct suggestion
that critics of what is being taught either propose something
better in its place or cease to object* As the lift of full¬
time sohool attendance rises toward age eighteen* this problem
will 'become more acute*^
With the spread of communism the world over* it is ’becoming more
important for the school to make changes in its program in order to pro¬
vide students with factual information* Prosser statest
If the democracy therefore* wants its citizens equipped with
the ability to apply any particular body of vital knowledge
regarding any mat'ter* then the sohool should train them directly
in getting and using that knowledge* If it wants them to be
resourceful in the ability to get real facts bearing on real
questions* if it» wants them to think straight of the "jazz"
in the affairs of their lives* then schools must train them*
not in absorbing and repeating words* but in the use of effi¬
cient procedures in thinking about many different matters and
in doing many different things*^
1
Kenneth B* Henderson, and John B* Goerwitz, How To Conduct The
Follow-Up Study, p* 6*
2






Thus the only education ?re can possibly believe in is
specific education* Ife must be taught to think the thoughts
and work with the ghings we have to work with as long as we
live* Just those things must be studied and not subjects
which are said to be valuable only while we study them, but
not after we leave school* We must regard education as
concretely preparatory and every lesson we want out students to
learn we must teach it with reference to the very matters upon
which they will have occasion to use it* That is the way to
insure specific subject matter that will have the greatest
use value* the most opportunities for oonoanmitant learning*
the widest spread of improved abilities to other connections
and affairs of life* the greatest transfer value* and the most
efficient adjustment of youth'to their environment*^
Year after year many riaral high school graduates migrate to largo
industrial areas to seek employment* These youths are faced with many
conflicting problems which should have been met to some extent by the
2
schools* i^nderson made a study in Utah and reported the following
findings which may be used as a suggestive approach for eliminating the
deficiencies to some extent of rural graduates in making post-school
adjustments*
1* Normal students can have minor adjustment problems idien they
are placed in strange surroundings*
2* A gap exists between high school graduation and proper vo¬
cational adjustment which must be bridged by each young
person entering the labor market* It is the moral responsi¬
bility of the school and the Employment Service to help new
graduates in the transitions from school to work*
5* The schools and the Employment Service can co-operate at
the local level in promoting the personal and social
adjustment of graduating students* especially if the persozniel
1
Charles Allen Prosser, Secondary Education and Life* p* 22*
Lester G* Anderson and !nieodore J. Berming, ’’What Happens to High
School Graduates?" Education Digest* YII (January* 1942)* pp, 9-11*
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in both groups are professionally competent*
4* There must be a fare exchange of information between the
co-operating agencies* but all personal records should be
kept strictly confidential and used only when they will
benefit the graduates*
5* It is the responsibility of the school to maintain a good
guidance program* The aetiYities of the Employment Service
are not an adequate substitute for a sound counseling
service in the school*
General School Policies*—A great deal of energy should be used in
setting up programs of education* Anderson and Berming^ stated that
sound programs can be built on factsj but facts do not insure sound .
programs of education* The problem of setting up a sound educational
program belongs to all who have the duty and ability to modify existing
educational procedures*
Year after year many youth leave the secondary school. Commonly
these "school leavers" are lost in an adult world. The school* in general*
makes no effort to help the graduates in later life* Chisholm statesi
The practice in a large niunber of schools during the past
and present time* is to forget youth* after formal school days
are over* vanish suddenly into fog called "adult life." So
far as the school is concerned* a exirtain drops as youth pass
off the stags at commencement. Occasionally* some member of
the staff of the piwvious years graduating class remember a
few graduates* particularly those who for more or less personal
reasons fit in with the program the teacher is carrying on*
However* the staff of the school generally turns im^diately
to what it believes to be its only professional responsibility*
namely repetition of the process with other groups of pupils*^
G* Lester Anderson* and Theodore J. Banning* "What Happens to High
School Graduates?*" Education Digest* VII (January* 1942)* pp* 9-11*
2
Leslie L, Chisholm* Guiding Youth in the Secondary School (Atlanta*
1945)* p, 278*
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Fresoni; polioias of tho sooondary sohool are out^modad to soma degraa
in refaraneo to prograssiTO aducatlonal theory* In thia oonneotion Boasing
stateSi
The prohlem of the preparation of the adolesoant for advanced
technical* professional* or other phases of specialized schooling*
unfortunately* has absorbed too much of our attention in the past*
The secondary school has bent its energies mostly in the direction
of college preparation* Happily* the institutions of higher
learning have recently decreased the rigid entrance requirements
formerly insisted upon* There is every indication in present
trends that these requirements for entrance to college will vindergo
further liberalization*^
In connection with the fact that schools generally forget tho youth
each yeeu: after graduation* Chisholm states»
Each year more than a million and quarter youth leave high school
in America* In too many cases the schools know little or nothing
about how well they are making the transition to adult life* To
turn youth loose at the time of graduation* or before* to cope
alone with the many baffling problems of adjustment to the condi¬
tions of adult life means to nsgleot a real need in the modern
secondary school* Ihe point has been borne out from one angle or
another by a number of studies* The school can no longer wash
its hands of its responsibility to youth after formal school days
are over* Such a procedure might have been somewhat acceptable
in the school of piomer days* If so* this at least is certaint
The modern school should not follow this blind pattern set by the
school of past generations*^
In order to further substantiate the fact that the school has an
obligation to youth after they leave school* Chisholm states:
If the chief aim of the school is to give the individual
the type of experience or training that will enable him to
live a full life at the time and also contribute the maximum
1
Kelson L* Bossing* Principles of Secondary Education (New York.
1949)* p. 527*
2
Leslie L* Chisholm* Guiding Youth In Tho Secondary School (Atlanta*
1945)* p* 279*
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to his oontinuad happiness and success as he meets the problems
of life, it must continue its relationships with him or at least
try to do so until he has made reasonable adjustment to life's
problems* In other words, the school should operate on the
principle that its chief interest is the li-vos of boys and girls
as those lives are lived in modern Aserlos, and not In some
subject matter that has little or no sighifieanoe In the life of
youth*^
Too few people realize that the school is a product of the sooiety in
which it is found and that they have a right to express opinions that nay
be used by the school for the benefit of all oonoerned* Henderson and
Goerwits statei
The school belongs to the people* It follows that the
people must be given a voice in making board policies per¬
taining to what should be taught in the schools* The Follow-
Up Study furnishes the data which can be used to arrive at
broad policies (concensus) which must be obtained before a
faculty or administrator may safely embark on material ohanges
in the scope and content of the secondary school curriculum*^
Other Follow-Up and Belated Studies*—The Follow-Up of Graduates is
a valuable source of infoi*mation for use in curriculum revision* Many
schools have realized this fact and are conducting these studies regu¬
larly* Krug states*
Many high schools have conducted follow-up studies of their
school-leavers* These studies are designed to furnish data on
the immediate post-school adjustment of youth to problems of
employment, further education, family living, health, etc, and
to get at tha opinion of these young adults regarding the
experience to their ability to deal with these problems* Again,
while case history procedures are probably tha most desirable
to use the local circumstances may limit the study to the use
Leslie L* Chisholm, Guiding Youth In The Secondary School (Atlanta,
1945), p* 280*
2
Kenneth B* Henderson and John E* Goerwits, How To Conduct The Follow-
Up Study (Chicago, 1950), p* 9*
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of inquiry blanks* mills these are subjective judgments* they
undoubtedly call attention to problems which can be discussed
by faculty* administration* lay people and youth in the school*
Such material should be useful in studying not only the purposes
of the school* but also the relative emphasis in the various
phase of the all-school program*^
2
Anderson and Berming found that it is no longer safe to assume that
the most intelligent high school graduates will go to college* Their
study revealed that geography and economic resources of the family are
as closely related to college attendance as is intellectual fitness*
g
Harrison made a study of the Negro high school graduates to obtain
information relative to tiie natture of the vocational choices of Negro
youth* He found that Negro youth do not desire to use the occupational
experiences of their fathers as a basis for occupational adjustment*
There was a tendency for Negro youth to select professional occupations
beyond their abilities* and to ignore emploj/ment opportunities*
Anderson concluded that the high schools in Louisiana needed to provide
opportunities for Negro youth to acquire occupational information - a
factor in vocational selection*
Martin^ made a study of the graduates of Boley High School* Boley*
Oklah<mia covering a period of five years* He found that 45*1^ of the
1
Edward A, &ug* Curriculum Planning (New York* 1950)* p* 256*
2
G* Lester Anderson and Theodore J. Berming* "miat Happens To High
School Graduates?*" Education Digest* VII (January* 1942)* pp, 9-11*
3
E, C, Harrison* "See What They Choose*" Occupations* XXX (January.
1962)* pp* 277*279*
4
Mack Henry Martin* Jr*, "A Pollow*IJp Study of The Boley High School
Graduates* 1925-1935 Inclusively," Unpublished Master's Thesis* School
of Education* Atlanta University, 1942* p* 30 .
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graduates* approximately one»half* had failed to continue training* Be
found that there were three contributing factors for not continuing train¬
ing* These factors were marriage* inadequate finance and employment for
the purpose of earning a living*
Young and Holman^ reported that the faculty of Idabel High School*
Idabel* Oklahoma decided to conduct a follow-up study to seeture informa¬
tion on how well the eamnon needs of its boys and girls were being met*
The faculty planned and selected a starring committee composed of members
from eaoh department of the school* The instrument was prepared and given
to all the seniors presently enrolled and a selected number of graduates*
The responses to the questions were checked and revisions were made where
difficulty of interpretation was revealed* This study covered a period of
five years* There were 124 questions and 68*15 per cent of the graduates
returned the questionnaires* Problems of citizenship* home membership*
health* self-realization* worthy use of leisure-time* purchasing goods
and services* and earning a living were considered* It was concluded that
the results were most revealing and that the follow-up study is a desirable
approach to the evaluation of school effeotiveness in meeting the common
needs of youth* It was further concluded that this study was a pilot
study which could lead to further study and curriculum revision as problems
build in all directions during the study*
2
Crowder conducted a follow-up study of the graduates of the
Raymond J* Young and Woodrow Holman, "Pollow-TJp* New Variety*" The
Clearing House, XXVIII (January, 1954), pp, 296-297*
2
Alphondus Calvin Crowder, "A Follow-Up Study of the Graduates of Win¬
chester High School from 1933-1943 Inclusive," Unpublished Master's
Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 1948, p* 35*
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Winchester High School* Monroe* North Carolina for the period 1943-1953.
This study was conduoted to gain data regarding the academic and occupa¬
tional careers of the Winchester High School graduates.
Crowder^ found that 67,14 per cent of the graduates had done advanoed
study and were employed| however* it was revealed that most of the
graduates who had done advanoed study had occupations in fields for idiioh
they were not trained,
A study of the graduates of Washington High School* Blakely* Georgia
2
was made hy Harris in order to determine the extent to which the school
was meeting the educational and vocational needs of the graduates of the
school coBununity.
3
According to the findings in the study conducted hy Harris * only 51
per cent of the graduates had attended college. This was due primarily to
the lack of finance. It was further revealed that a strong funotional
guidance program was needed with special emphasis on educational and vo¬
cational needs and home relationship,
4
Crawford made a survey of the graduates of Woodrow TJiIson High
School* Washington* D. C, in order to select new factors worthy of being
1
Alphondus Calvin Crowder* "A Follow-Up Study of the Graduates of Win¬
chester High School from 1933-1943 Inclusive*** Unpublished Master's
Thesis* School of Education* Atlanta University* 1948* p. 42.
2
John B. Harris* "A Follow-Up Study of the Graduates of Washington
High School* Blakely* Georgia 1945-51*" Unpublished Master's Thesis*
School of Education* Atlanta University* 1952* p. 2,
^Ibid.* p. 61,
4
Jane E, Crawford* "A Survey of High School Graduates of 1942*" The
School Review* LIII (September* 1942)* pp, 44-49,^
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assimilated into previously well planned order of learning. Of the 508
graduates who ware sent questionnaires, 424 or 83 per cent of them
returned their questionnaires. It was revealed that 55 per cent of the
graduates were attending school full time and 4 per cent were working full
tine and attending school part time. She found that less than 2 per oent
of the girls entered nurses' training and less than 1 per oent entered
taaohers* colleges. Thirty-six per oent of the boys and one girl were In
the armed services. Engineering, science, and medicine, nursing, secre¬
tarial work, armed services, language and home economics were the seven
most frequently chosen fields, with engineering ranking highest and science
second.
1
Of the 424 graduates who returned the questionnaires, Crawford found
that 85 par oent rated their high school as fairly sufficient with a
majority of these feeling that it was very helpful. Poor study habits,
poor collage preparation, poor English background, poor mathematical back¬
ground, and choice of the wrong subjects ware the main reasons given by
graduates who felt that their high school education was inadequate.
An analysis of a series of follow-up studies was made by Rothney and
2
Mooren with significant facts revealed as followst
1. Graduates of high schools in Industrial communities tend
to respond faster to follow-up requests for Information
than graduates of schools located in agricultural areas.
Jane E, Crawford, "A Survey of High School Graduates of 1942,“ The
School Review. LIII (September, 1942), pp, 44-49.
2
John W. M. Rothney and Robert L. Uooren, “Sampling Problems in
Pollow-Up Research," Oopupations, ZXX (May, 1952), pp, 573-587.
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2« Subjects who have reoelwad extensive Individual attention
respond faster than those who have not*
3* Subjects who have been interviewed frequently in a
counseling program and those who have sought further counsel¬
ing respond more quickly than thos who have not.
4* Girls respond faster than boys*
5* Subjects who rank highest in their classes tend to respond
faster than the lower ranking subjects,
6, Subjects who score high on intelligence tests respond faster
than the lower scoring students*
7* Those subjects who are continuing education beyond high
school respond more quickly than those who enter employ¬
ment*
8, Of employed subjects* those who are in the higher limit
jobs respond faster than subjects who are unemployed at un¬
skilled jobs*
9* Those subjects who report satisfaction with their post-
school activity respond more quickly than those who are
dissatisfied*
10* Youth whe had been xmeertain about their vocational choice
during the last month ^ senior high school did not reply
as quickly as those who had indicated definite plans for
post-school activities*
11* Youth from broken homes tend to be slowor in response than
others*
1
Brown conducted a follow-up study of the graduates of two senior
high schools in the city of Camden* New Jersey in 1948* He received 479
of 75 per cent complete replies out of 636 requests. Twenty-five per cent
or 124 of the graduates were engaged in further study. There were 236 or
49 per cent of the graduates who were employed full time* Only 2 per cent
1
Harold W, Brown* "Study of Camden City High School Graduates of 1948*"
Research Bureau (Board of Education, 1949)* pp, 1-40*
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were unemployed*
Svcnmary*— Prom the survey of pertinent literature the following
significant information Is presented*
1* With the many changes that are taking place* it is apparent that
the schools are revising the curriculum too slowly in order to meat the
needs of the students. Graduates* students* parents and others who are
interested in the school program should be educated on curriculum revi*
sion* By the same token they should be given a hand in modifications of
curricular activities*
2* There is a general trend in most schools to forget the graduates
year after year. Very littie is done in many schools for assisting
graduates in making post-school adjustments*
S* The follow-up study is gaining extensive interest by individuals
and groups. These surveys are rendering valuable services for the evalu¬
ation of the school programs by those who have already faced problems of
adjustment in adulthood*
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introductory Statement«-«»The purpose of this chapter Is to present
and analyze the data gathered from the permanent records of the graduates
of Washington Street High School* Covington* Georgia from 1945 to 1953*
In addition* this chapter is designed to present and analyze the data
gathered from the responses of 155 of the graduates aho returned usahle
questionnaires properly executed*
Background information**—Because of a shift in the school program,
there was no graduating class in 1951* louring this period the Eleven^
Year Program was ohanged to the Twelve-Year Program*
The records revealed that for the period 1943-1953 that there were
182 graduates of the Washington Street High School* Covington* Georgia*
However* as indicated above* this study was based on the data of 155
graduates* 60 male and 95 female* who returned questionnaires and / or
those with whom interviews were held* Data for 12 of the graduates were
not attainable because of the following specific reasons t (a) one of the
male graduates was known to be dead and another was known to be assigned
to a mental institution* (b) two of the female graduates were known to be
dead and (c) for the remaining eight graduates* data were not available
because of no known addresses where they could be contacted*
Graduates by Class and Sex,—The data gathered from the permanent
records on file in the Washington Street High Sohool office indicated that
there were 182 graduates for the period 1943-1953* Of the total niunber of
21
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graduatas, 73 or 40 per cent were male and 109 or 59/ per cent were
female/ The data on the number of mala graduates for the respeotive
school years ranged from a low of 1 or 1 per cent for the years 1944 and
1945 to a high of 14 or 19 per cent in 1953, with the number of male
graduates for the other years varying from 2 or 2/ per cent to 13 or 17/
per cent*
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THS GRADUATES OP WASHINGTON STREET
Him SCHOOL, COVINGTON, GEORGIA ACCORDING









1943 6 6 12 8 5/
1944 1 12 18 1 11
1946 1 6 7 1 5/
1946 18 15 28 17/ 13/
1947 2 12 14 2/ 11
1948 10 10 20 13/ 9
1949 9 8 17 12 7
1950 8 12 20 10/ 11
1961 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1962 9 15 24 12 13/
1963 14 13 27 19 11/
73 109 182 95/ 96/
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Ihs number of female graduates for the period ranged from a low of 6 or
5/ per cent for 1943 and 1945 to a high of 15 or 13/ per cent for 1946
and 1952, with the number of female graduates for the other years varying
from 8 or 7 per eent to 15 per cent*
Returned Questionnaires by Class and Sex»-»The data from Table 2
revealed that of the 155 questionnaires which were returned, 60 or 38 per
cent were male graduates and 95 or 6I/ per cent were female graduates*
TjffiLS 2
DISTRIBOTION OP RETURNED QUE'^TIONNAIRES







1943 5 6 11 8 6
1944 1 12 13 1/ 12
1945 0 4 4 0 4
1946 10 11 21 16/ 11
1947 1 10 11 1/ 10/
1948 7 8 15 11/ 8
1949 8 7 15 13 7
1950 6 9 15 10 9
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 9 IS 24 15 15/
1953 13 13 26 21/ 13/
60 95 155 96/ 95/
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The number of returned questionnaires by mala graduates ranged frcoa none
for 1945 to a high of 13 or 21/ per cent for 1953 with the remaining years
Tarying frcn 1 to l/ par cent to 10 or 16/ per cent* As indicated by the
data* the number of returned questionnaires for the female graduates
ranged from a low of 4 or 4 par cent for 1945 to a high of 15 or 15 par
cent for 1952, with the number of graduates for the other years ranging
from 6 or 6 per cent to 13 or 13/ per cent.
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OP THE LOCATION OF GRADUATES



























1943 1 1/ 2 2 1 1 4 6/ 3 3
1944 1 1/ 3 3 3 5 6 6
1945 4 4
1946 4 6/ 5 5 2 3 2 2 4 6 4 4
1947 5 5 2 2 1 1/ 3 3
1948 3 5 3 3 2 3 4 4 2 3 1 1
1949 4 6/ 5 5 2 3 1 1 2 3 1 1
1950 1 1/ 5 5 1 1/ 2 2 4 6/ 2 2
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 2 3 5 5 5 5 9 2 4 6/ 1 1
1953 4 6/ 5 5 7 11/ 6 6 2 3 2 2
20 33 43 45 17 28 30 31/ 23 38 22 23
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Location of Graduatas.—The data on the numiber of graduatea who
remained in Covington or moved elsewhere are presented on the preceding
page in Table S» The number of male graduates remaining in Covington
and Newton County ranged from a low of 1 or l/ per cent for 1943« 1944
and 1950 to a high of 4 or 6/ per cent for 1946• 1949 and 1953 with the
other years ranging from 2 or 3 per cent to 3 or 5 per cent* Of the
total number of male graduates of Washington Street High School,
Covington, Georgia for the period 1943-1953, 20 or 33 per cent were
living in Covington and Newton Coimty, Georgia during the collection of
these data* The data indicated that 45 or 45 per cent of the female
graduates during the period covered in this study were residing in
Covington and Newton County, Georgia* The data indicated that 17 or 28
per cent of the male graduates were living elsewhere in Georgia and SO or
31 per cent of the female graduates were living elsewhere in Georgia* In
addition, the data indicated that 23 or 28 per cent of the male graduates
were living outside of Gewgia and 22 or 23 per cent of the female
graduates were living outside of Georgia*
Advanced Study*—The data on advanced study are presented in Table 4
under the captions of college or university, trade, business or vocational
school and a third caption of "none*”
College or Univorsityi The permanent records showed that 24 or 40
per cent of the male graduates and 22 or 23 per cent of the female
graduates concerned in this study had done advanced study at colleges and
/ or universities*
Trade, Business or Vocational* The permanent records showed that 5
or 8 per cent of the male graduates and 16 or 16/ per cent of the female
26
graduates had done advanoed study at on® or more of the types of schools
listed under the above heading*
Nonei The permanent records showed that 31 or 6l/ per cent of the
male graduates during the period covered had not continued their studies
and 57 or 60 par cent of the female graduates had not continued their
studies*
TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EXTENT TO BIHICH THE GRADUATES HAVE DONE
ADVANCED STUDY BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1963
College or Trade, Business or
Class University Vocational None













1943 3 6 3 3 2 3 3 3
1944 1 1/ 2 2 2 2 8 8
1945 1 1 3 3
1946 6 10 2 2 1 1 4 6/ 8 8
1947 3 3 1 1/ 7 7
1948 1 1/ 5 5 1 1 6 10 2 2
1949 2 3 1 1 6 10 6 6
1950 1 1/ 2 2 2 2 5 8 5 5
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 4 6 6 6 4 4 5 8 5 5
1953 9 15 2 2 1 1/ 1 1 3 5 10 10/















DISTRIBUTION OF USEFULNESS OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDIES THUS
FAR IN REAL LIFE BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943*1953
Practically
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26/ 28 29 21 35 35 36/ 12 20 li 20 9 15/ 10 lo/ 2 3 T16 CO
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TJsafulnass of High School Studies*—The data on the usefulness of
high school studies thus far in real life as presented in Tahls 7*
indicated that 15 or 26/ per cent on the male gradviates and 28 or 29 per
cent ef the female graduates have found practically all of their high
school useful* Under the caption "most" 21 or 35 per cent of the male
graduates at^ 35 or 36/ par cent ef the female graduates stated that they
had found most of their high school studies useful in real life* XwelTO
or 20 per cent of the male high school graduates and 19 or 20 per cent
of Idle female graduates indioated that about half ef their hi^ school
studies had been useful in real life* Nine or 15/ per cent ef the male
graduates and 10 or lo/ per cent of the female graduates had found eon*
sidsrably less than half of their high school studies useful in real life*
Two or three par cent of the male graduates and 3 or 3 per cent of the
female graduates indicated that very little of their high school studies
had been found useful in real life*
Subject-Matter Areas Indicated by Sex and Class*—The data on the
subject-matter areas in irtiioh help should ha-»a been given the graduates,
identified by sex and class are presented in Table 7* The data indicated
that assistance was suggested in the fallowing areasi Sex Education,
Soienoe with Laboratory, Cemmeroial Education and Fine Arts*
Sex Eduoatlent The responses indicating that the graduates thought
that they should have had assistance in the area ef sex education were 7
or ll/ per cent ef the male graduates, ranging frsn 1 er l/ per cent in
1943, 1949, 1952 and 1953 to a high ef 3 er 5 per cent ef the male gradu¬
ates in 1946* Ths area ef sex education was identified by 22 or 23 per
cent of the female graduates, ranging from a low of 1 or 1 per cent in
29
1948 to a high of 4 4 per cent In 1944 and 1945•
Science with Laboratory* In the area of science with laboratory 20
or S3 per cent of the male graduates^ ranging from a lear of 1 or 1/ per
cent in 1943, 1944, 1949 and 1950 to a high of 5 or 8 per cent in 1946
and 1953, pointed out that assistance was needed in this area* Of the
female graduates 6 or 6 per cent ranging from a low of 1 or 1 per cent in
1946, 1947 and 1953 to a high of 3 or 3 per cent in 1952*
Commeroial Educations In the area of commercial education 18 or 30
per cent of the male graduates, rasaging from a low of 1 or l/ per cent
in 1947 to a high of 4 or 7 per cent in 1949 and 1950, indicated that
assistance was needed in the area ef commercial education* Fortytwo or
44 per cent of the female graduates ranging from a lew of 1 or 1 per cent
in 1949 to a high of 7 or 7 per cent in 1950 and 1952, pointed out that
assistance was needed in the area of eomnieroial education*
Fine Arts* In the area of fine arts the data revealed that 9 or 15
per cent of the male graduates needed assistance, ranging from a low of
1 or l/ per cent in 1946 and 1949 to a high ef 3 or 5 per cent in 1953*
Assistance in the area of fine arts was needed by 15 sr 15 per cent of
the female graduates, ranging from a low in 1943, 1945, 1948 and 1953 of
1 or 1 per cent to a high of 4 or 4 per cent in 1946*
No Suggestion* The data indicated that 6 or 10 per cent of the male
graduates and 10 or 10 per cent ef the female graduates gave no suggestions
as to the areas in which assistance was needed*
Type of Study Habit 8*«»The data pointed out in Table 7 that 7 or 11/
per cent ef the male graduates and 28 or 29 per cent of the female














DISTRIBUTION OP THE SUBJECT-MATTER AREAS IN 1!HICH HELP SHOULD
HAVE BEEN GIVEN BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
Sex Education
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1 1/ 3 3 1 1/ 3 5 2 2 1 1
4 4 1 1/ 5 5 3 3
2 2 1 1 1 1
2 5 S S 5 8 1 1 2 2 1 1/ 4 4 1 1/ 1 1
1 1 1 1/ 6 6 2 2 1 1
1 1 3 5 2 3 5 5 2 3 1 1/ 1 1
1 1/ 3 3 1 1/ 4 7 1 1 1 1/ 3 5 1 1/
2 2 1 1/ 4 7 7 7 1 1/
TRANSITION-PERIOD
1 1/ 2 1 3 5 3 3 2 3 7 7 2 3 2 2 1 1/ 1 1
1 1/ 4 4 5 8 1 1 2 2 5 5 3 5 1 1 2 3 2 2




DISTHIBUTION OF THE TIPE OF STDDY HABITS ENCOURAGED







































1943 1 1/ 2 2 3 5 4 4 1 1/
1944 1 1/ 6 5 4 4 5 3
1945 4 4
1946 3 5 5 6 5 8 5 5 2 3 1 1
1947 2 2 1 1/ 5 5 3 3
1948 1 1/ 4 4 5 8 1 1 3 3 1 1/
1949 5 8 6 6 2 3 1 1 1 1/
1950 1 1 4 6/ 4 4 2 3 4 4
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 6 6 5 8 5 5 3 5 4 4 1 1/
1953 1 1/ 3 3 5 8 7 7 7 11/ 3 3
7 11/ 28 29 33 55 45 47 17 28 22 23 3 5
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and 3 or 5 per cant of tho mala graduates expressed the idea that fair
study hahits -were encouraged*
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OP OBTAINING
ADEQUATE INFORMATION ABOUT VOCATIONS WAS MET BY

























1943 2 3 1 1 3 5 5 5
1944 3 3 7 7 1 1/ 2 2
1945 4 4
1946 3 5 2 2 7 12 9 9
1947 1 V 3 3 7 7
1948 3 5 5 5 4 7 3 3
1949 2 3 1 1 6 10 6 6
1950 1 1/ 2 2 5 8 7 7
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 2 2 5 8 8 8 4 7 5 5
1953 2 5 3 3 7 12 7 7 4 7 3 3
2 3 8 8 24 40 36 37/ 34 56/ 51 53/
Adequate Information about Vocations*—The data indicated that 2 or
3 per cent of the mala graduates and 8 or 8 par cent of the female gradu¬
ates received considerable, but not enough information about vocations
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TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO TOilCH THE, PROBLEM OF DISCOVERING
OV(N VOCATIONAL INTERESTS WAS MET BY
























K Per N Per
cent oent
1943 5 8 6 6
1944 2 2 1 1/ 10 11
1945 4 4
1946 1 1/ 2 2 9 15 9 9
1947 3 3 1 1/ 7 7
1948 1 1/ 2 2 6 10 6 6
1949 1 1/ 3 3 7 12 4 4
1950 3 3 6 10 6 6
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 1 1 3 5 3 3 6 10 11 12
1953 3 5 3 3 5 8 4 4 5 8 6 6
3 5 4 4 11 17 22 23 46 76/ 69 72/
luring th« period ooverad in this study* 24 or 40 psr o®nt of the male
graduates and 36 or 37/ per oent of the femals graduates received s<Kns
infarmation about vocations* 34 or 56/ per cent of the male graduates and
51 or 53/ per cent of the female graduates expressed tbs idea that very
little inf(»'mation about vocations was reoeived*
S4
Dlseo^roreA Own Voeatloiwl Interests*—Tha data presented in Table 9
indicated that 3 or 5 per oent of the male graduates and 4 or 4 per cent
of the female graduatfs imported that they received considerable, but not
enough help in discovering their onn vocational interest} 11 or 17 per
cent of the male graduates and 22 or 23 per oent of the female graduates
reported that some help was received in discovering their own vocational
Interest; and 48 or 73 per oent of the male graduates and 69 or 73 per
cent of the female graduates reported that little or no help was
received in discovering their oim vocational interests*
Making Wise Vocational Choioe*—»The data presented in Table 10 indi-
oatsd that 1 or l/ per cent of the male graduates and 1 or 1 per oent of
the female graduates reported that they had received all or almost all the
help that was needed to make a wise vocational choice; 10 or 16/ par oent
of the male graduates and 22 or 23 per cent of the female graduates had
received some help in making a wise vocational .choice; and 46 or 76/ per
oent of the male graduates and 67 or 70 per cent of the female graduates
had received little or noxie of the help that was needed in making a wise
vocational choice*
Preparing Adequately for a Chosen Vooation*—The data presented in
Table 11 disolosed that 5 (w 8 per oent of tto male graduates and 5 or 5
per oent of the female graduates were helped considerable, but not enough
in preparing adequately for a ohosen vocation; 19 or 3l/ per cent of the
male graduates and 45 or 45 per oent of the female graduates were helped
some in preparing for a ohosen vocation; and 36 or 60 per cent of the male
graduates and 47 or 49 per oent of the female graduates were helped little
or none in preparing for a ohosen vocation*
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table; 10
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OP
MAKING WISE VOCATIONAL CHOICE WAS MET BY
CLASS AND SEX, 1943*1953
All or Almost Considerable, Little or





























1943 5 8 6 6
1944 2 2 1 1/ 10 11
1945 4 4
1946 1 1 1 1/ 1 1 9 15 9 9
1947 3 3 1 1/ 7 7
1948 1 1 1 1/ 1 1 6 10 6 6
1949 1 1 1/ 5 3 7 11/ 4 4
1950 5 5 5 10 4 4.
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 1 1 3 5 3 5 6 10 11 12
1953 1 1/ 1 1 2 5 2 2 5 5 4 4 5 8 6 6
1 1/ 1 1 3 5 5 5 10 16/ 22 23 46 76/ 67 70
Developing Good Work HabitsThe data presented in Table 12 indi¬
cated that 24 or 40 per cent of the male graduates and 48 or 50/ per cent
of the female graduates acquired all or almost the help needed in develop¬
ing good work habitsi 25 or 4l/ per cent of the male graduates and 31 or
52 per cent of the female graduates acquired considerable, but not enough
help in developing good work habitsi 9 or 15 per cent of the male graduates
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TikBIE 11
DISTRBUTION OF TEE EXTEHT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OP PREPARING
ADEQUATELY FOR A CHOSEN VOCATION WAS MET BY



















N Per N Per
cent cent
1943 1 1/ 4 6 6 6
1944 1 1/ 10 11 2 2
1945 1 1 3 3
1946 3 5 6 6 7 11 5 5
1947 7 7 1 1 3 3
1948 1 1/ 2 2 4 6/ 6 6 2 3
1949 2 3 1 1 6 10 6 6
1950 3 3 6 10 6 6
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1962 3 3 2 3 2 2 7 11 10 11
1953 3 5 7 11 7 7 3 5 6 6
5 8 5 6 19 31/ 43 45 36 60 47 49
and 7 or 7 per cent female graduates acquired nam help In developing
good work hahits; and 2 or 3 per cent of the male graduates and 9 or 9
per cent of the female graduates acquired little or none of the help needed
in developing good work habits*
Getting a Job and Making Good*—The data in Table 13 pointed out that
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1343 S S 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 1
13-34 5 5 1 1/ 2 2 S S 2 2
134S 3 3 1 X/
1343 4 7 7 7 £ S 3 3 1 1/ 1 1
1347 6 S 1 1/ 4 4
1348 4 7 4 4 2 3 3 3 1 3/ 1 1
X34i 1 X/ 6 5 4 6/ 1 1 3 6 1 1
1359 4 4 £ £ S £ 2 3 1 1/
1951 TT.A!-’sm3!i«^::iir3u
1352 S 8 7 7 3 s 3 8 1 1/ B fi
13E5 7 12 5 B 4 ¥ 7 7 1 V 1 1 1 1/
24 40 43 50/ 25 41/ 31 32/9 15 7 7 2 3 9 9
IS or pjr ®s:.t «f th« s®l9 srid 29 wr Si> c«- t of
orero flv-sn c<rJ8ii'?j*aVli5», but not ority-'vh hoi? In fottlr-g
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that *r&» Roodod la gotilnj • Job a-^d ;7ieklrjj good «t it| 12 er £0 par
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TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EXTENT TO imiCH THE PROBLEM OP
GETTING A JOB AND MAKING GOOD AT IT WAS



















N Per N Per
cent oent
1943 2 2 5 5 3 3 2 3 1 1
1944 4 4 1 1/5 5 3 3
1945 .4 4
1946 6 10 3 3 3 5 5 5 1 1/ 3 3
1947 1 1/7 7 5 5
1948 5 8 3 3 2 3 5 5
1949 3 3 6 10 3 3 2 3 1 1
1950 5 8 7 7 1 1/ 2 2
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 3 5 6 6 4 6/ 3 3 2 3 6 6
1953 2 3 8 8 7 11 2 2 4 6/ 3 3
16 >CM 29 30 52 53 44 46 12 20 22 23/
of the male graduates and ZZ or 23 per cent of the female graduates in»re
given little or none oS the help that was needed in getting a job and
making good at it*
Good Manners, Poise and Self-Confidenee*—As presented in Table 14,
the data revealed that SO or 50 per oenb of the male graduates and 59 or
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TABLB 14
DISTRIBUTION OF THB EXTENT TO MICH T3B PROBLEM OF ACQUIRING
GOOD MANNERS, POISE AND SELF-CONFIDENCE VfAS MET BY
CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost Considerable, Little or
Class All Needed But Not Enough Some None
M F M P H F M ?
N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per
eent cent cent cent eent cent cent eent
1943 2 3 3 3 3 5 2 2 1 1
1944 1 1/ 7 7 5 5
1945 4 4
1946 4 6/ 7 7 2 8 4 6/ 4 4
1947 8 8 1 1/ 1 1 1 1
1948 5 8 7 7 1 1/ 1 1 1 1/
1949 3 5 4 4 4 6/ 3 3 1 1/
1950 2 3 5 5 4 6/ 4 4
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 6 10 10 10/ 2 3 3 3 1 1/ 2 2
1953 7 11/ 8 8 6 10 4 4 1 1
30 60 59 62 23 38 27 28 7 11/ 9 9
62 par eent of the female graduates recelyed all or almost all the help
that was needed In acquiring good manners, poise and self-confidence
during the period 1943 to 1953; 23 or 38 per eent of the male graduates
and 27 or 28 per cent of the female graduates reoelTed oonsiderahle, but
not enough of the help that was needed in acquiring good manners, poise
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TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO TOICH THE PROBLEM OF
IMPROVING PERSONAL APPEARANCE WAS MET BY
CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost Considerable, Little or
Class All Needed But Not Enough Some None
M F M F M F H F
N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N ;Per N Per N Per
cent cent oent oent oent oent oent oent
1943 5 6 4 6/ 1 1 1 1/
1944 4 4 5 5 1 1/ 3 3
1945 1 1 3 5
1946 6 5 3 6 6 6 7 11/
1947 2 2 6 6 1 1/ 2 2
1948 1 1/ 5 5 4 6/ 3 3 2 3
1949 6 6 4 6/ 4 6/ 1 1
1960 2 2 6 6 1 1/ 1 1 5 8
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 5 5 7 7 6 10 3 3 5 5
1953 7 7 1 1/ 2 2 5 8 4 4 7 11/
14 14/ 2 8 43 45 27 45 52 S3 31 51/ 6 6
and salf-oonfidenoe; and 7 or 11/ par cent of the stale graduates and 9 or
9 per cent of the female graduates reoeired sosie of the help that was
needed in acquiring good manners, poise and self-eonfidenoe.
Improving Personal Appearance,—Fr<mi the data presented in Table 16,
it was revealed that none of the male graduates and 14 or 14/ per cent of
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TABLE 16
DISTEIBUTIOH OP THE EXTENT TO "WHICH THE PROBLEM OP
CONTROLLING EMOTIONS AND CONDUCT WAS MET
















Per N Per N Per N Per
cent cent cent cent
1943 1 1/ 3 3 4 6/ 2 2 1 1
1944 1 1/ 9 9 2 2 1 1
1945 4 4
1946 6 10 8 8 3 5 3 5 1 1/
1947 1 1 8 8 1 1 1 1
1948 7 7 5 8 1 1 1 1/ 1 1/
1949 6 10 3 3 2 3 4 4
1950 2 3 5 5 2 5 3 3 2 3 1 1
1951 TRANSITION-PEHIOD
1952 4 6/ 3 3 5 8 10 11/
1953 4 6/ 7 7 5 8 4 4 2 3 1 1 2 3 11
18 SO 46 48 31 61/ 36 37/ 8 IS 11 11/ 3 5 2 2
th0 female graduates stated that all or almost all of the help needed in
Improving personal appearance was received during the period covered by
this study; 2 or 3 per cent of the male graduates and 43 or 45 per cent of
the female graduates stated that considerable, but not enough help was
received; 27 or 45 per cent of the male graduates and 32 or 53 per cent
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TABLE 17
DISIRIBUTIOir OP THE EXTEUT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OF ACQUIRIHG
THE ABILITY TO SPEAK MDHE EFFECTIVELY AND EHJOYABLY




























1943 1 1 4 6/ 3 3 1 1/ 2 2
1944 1 1/ 3 3 7 7 2 2
1945 3 3
1946 5 5 7 7 4 6/ 4 4 1 1/
1947 2 2 1 1/ 8 8
1948 1 1/ 4 6/ 5 5 2 3 3 3
1949 1 1/ 1 1/ 6 10 7 7
1950 2 2 1 1/ 5 8 7 7
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 3 3 7 7 7 11/ 6 5 2 3
1953 7 11/ 8 8 3 5 5 5 3 5
3 5 10 10/ 22 36/ 39 41 29 48 46 48 6 10
of the female graduates stated that some of the help needed was reoel'ved;
and 31 or 5l/ per cent of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the
female graduates reoelTOd little or none of the help needed In Improving
personal appearance•
Controlling Emotions and Conduct,—The data presented In Table 16 Indi¬
cated that 18 or 30 per cent of the male graduates and 46 or 48 per oent
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TABLE 18
DISTRIBUTION OP TH3 EXTENT TO MICH THE ABILITY TO
WRITE MORE EFPSCTIVELy AND ENJOYABLY TifAS




























1943 3 5 5 5 2 3 1 1
1944 1 1/ 6 6 6 6
1945 1 1 3 3
1946 3 5 3 5 7 7 4 6/ 4 4
1947 1 1/ 7 7 2 2 1 1
1948 2 3 3 3 2 5 5 5 3 5
1949 1 1/ 5 8 3 3 4 4 2 3
1950 5 5 5 8 3 3 1 1/ 1 1
1951 IR/lNSITION-PBRIOD
1952 1 1/ 3 3 2 3 10 10/ 6 10 2 2 6 10 2 2
1953 2 3 1 1 5 8 7 7 6 10 6 10 5 5
6 10 5 6 16 26/ 38 40 20 S3 44 46 18 30 10 10/
of tho female graduates for the period oovered in this study felt that
they had reoeived all or almost all the help needed in controlling
emotions and conduct; 31 or 51 per cent of the male graduates and 36 or
37 per cent of the female graduates felt that they had received consider¬
able, but not enough help in controlling their emotions-and conduct; 8
44
or 13 per cent of the male graduates and 11 or 11 per cent of the female
graduates felt that some help had been received in controlling emotions
axKt conduct* Three or 5 per cent and 2 or 2 per cent of the female felt
that little or no help had been received in controlling emotions and
conduct*
The Ability to Speak More Effectively and En.joyably*—As indicated by
the data presented in Table 17* 5 or 5 per cent of the male graduates and
10 <»* 10/ per cent of the female graduates received all or almost all the
help needed in acquiring the ability to speak more effectively and enjoy-
ablyi 22 or 36/ per cent of the male graduates and 39 or 41 per cent of
the female graduates received considerable* but not enough help in
acquiring the ability to speak more effectively and enjoyablyi 29 car 48
per cent of the male graduates and 46 or 48 per cent of the female
graduates received some help needed in acquiring the ability to speak
more effectively and enjoyably; and 6 or 10 per cent of the male graduates
and none of the female graduates received little or none of the help
needed in acquiring the ability to speak more effectively and en^oyably*
The Ability to Write More Effeotively and finjoyably*—The data pres¬
ented in Table 18 indicated that 6 or 10 per cent of the male graduates
and 3 or 5 per cent of the female graduates received all or almost all the
help needed for the ability to write more effeotively and enjoyablyj 16
or 25/ per cent of the male graduates and 38 or 40 per cent of the female
graduates reoeived oonsiderabls* but not enough help needed for the ability
to write more effeotively and enjoyably; 20 or 33 per cent of the male
graduates and 44 or 46 per oent of the female graduates reoeived some of
the help needed for the ability to write more effeotively and enjoyablyi
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TABI£ 19
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO MICH THE PROBLEM OF ACQUIRING
THE ABILITY TO READ MORE BFFECTI7ELT AND BNJOYABLY
WAS MET BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost Considerable, Little or
Class All Needed But Not Enough Some None
M P M i M P M P
N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per
cent oent cent oent cent cent cent cent
1943 1 1 1 1/ 3 3 4 6/ 2 2
1944 1 1/ 7 7 5 5
1946 3 3 1 1
1946 3 5 4 4 5 8 7 7 2 5
1947 1 1/ 9 9 1 1
1948 5 5 S 5 5 5 1 1 1 1/2 2
1949 5 8 1 1 4 4 5 5 2 2
1950 2 2 1 1/ 5 5 5 8 2 2
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 1 1/ 2 2 6 10 9 9 2 3 4 4
1953 2 3 1 1 5 8 8 8 4 6/ 4 4 2 S
7 11/ 6 6 25 41/ 36 37/ 18 30 44 46 10 16/9 9
and 18 or 30 par oent of the male and 10 or lO/ par cant of tha female
graduates received little or none of the help needed for the ability to
write more effectively and enjoyably.
The Ability to Read More Effectively and Enjoyably,—As pointed out
by the data presented in Table 19, 7 or ll/ per cent of the male gradu¬
ates and 6 or 6 per oent of the female graduates reoeived all or almost
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li^LB 20
DISTRIBUTION OF TEB EXTENT TO INHICH THE PROBLEM OP ACQUIRING
THE ABILITY TO GET ALONG HAPPILY WITH OTHER PEOPLE
WAS MET BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1955
All or Almost Considerable, Uttle or
Class All Needed But Not Nnough Some None
M F M P M P M P
N Per N :Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per
cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent
1943 3 5 5 5 2 5 1 1
1944 1 1/ 7 7 5 5
1945 4 4
1946 5 8 7 7 3 5 4 4 1 1/ 1 1/
1947 2 2 1 1/ 8 8
1948 3 5 5 5 3 5 3 3 1 1/
1949 3 5 2 2 2 3 5 5 3 5
1950 4 6/ 1 1 1 i 2 3
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 2 3 3 3 1 1/ 9 9 6* 10 3 3
1953 1 1/ 2 3 8 13 9 9 2 3 4 4
22 36/ 36 37/ 14 23 36 36/ 21 35 20 21 3 5 4 4
•11 th« halp needed in acquiring the ability to read more effeetively
and enjoyahlyi 25 or 41/ per cent of the male graduates and 36 or 37/
per cent of the female graduates reoeived considerahle, but not enough of
the help iseeded in acquiring the ability to read more effectively and
enjoyably; 18 or 30 per cent and 44 or 46 per cent of the female
47
graduates raoeived some of the help needed in aoqulrlng the ability to
read more effectively and enjoyably; and 10 or 16/ per cent of the male
graduates and 9 or 9 per oent of the female graduates received little or
none of the help needed in acquiring the ability to read more effectively
and enjoyably*
Acquiring the Ability to Get Along Happily With Other People»»» In
Table 20 the data indicated that 22 or S6 per cent of the male graduates
and 36 or 37 per cent of the female graduates received all or almost the
help that was needed in acquiring the ability to get along happily with
other people I 14 or 23 per oent of the male graduates and 35 or 36 per
cent of the female graduates received considerable* but not enough help
that was needed in acquiring the ability to get along happily with other
people t 21 or 35 per oent of the male graduates and 20 or 21 per oent of
the female graduates received some help that was needed in acquiring the
ability to get along happily with other people f and 3 or 5 per cent of the
male graduates and 4 or 4 per oent of the female graduates received little
or none of the help needed in acquiring the ability to get along with
other people*
Developing Intellectual Interests in Order to Become a More Culti¬
vated and Cultured Person*»«»The data presented in Table 21 pointed out
that 11 or 18 per cent of the male graduates and 10 or lO/ per oent of the
female graduates received all or almost all the help that was needed in
developing intellectual interests in order to become a more cultivated
and cultured person} 28 or 46/ per oent of the male graduates and 52 or
54/ per cent of the female graduates received considerable* but not
enough of the help that was needed in developing intellectual interests
48
TiffiLE! 21
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO VraiCH THE PROBLEM OF DEVELOPING INTELLEC¬
TUAL INTERESTS IN ORDER TO BECOME A MORE CULTIVATED AND CULTURED

























N Per N Per
cent cent
1943 2 2 3 5 2 3 4 4
1944 1 1/ 7 7 5 5
1945 1 1
1946 1 1/ 5 8 9 9 4 6/ 2 2
1947 3 3 3 3 1 1/ 4 4
1948 2 3 1 1/ 6 6 4 6/ 2 2
1949 3 5 5 5 3 5 2 2 2 3
1950 2 2 5 8 5 5 2 2 1 1/
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 3 5 2 2 4
, 6/ 10 10/ 2 3 1 1 2 2
1953 5 8 1 1 6 10 7 7 3 3 2 3 2 2
11 18 10 10 28 46/ 52 54/ 16 26/ 28 29 5 8 5 6
in order to become a more cultivated and cultured person; 16 or 26/- per
cent of the male graduates and 28 or 29 per cent of the female graduates
received some of the help that was needed in order to become a more
cultivated and cultured parson; and 5 or 8 par cant of the male graduates
aiKi 5 or 5 per cent of the female graduates received little or none of the
49
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B Per S Par
cant eant
1948 1 V 2 8 8 8 2 8 1 1
1944 2 2 1 V 7 7 8 8
1948 I 1 1 1 2 2
1946 1 1/ 8 8 8 8 6 10 7 7 1 1
1347 6 6 1 1/ 1 1 3 8
1943 2 2 1 1/ 2 2 8 8 4 4 1 1/
1349 1 1/ 8 5 5 6 1 1/ 2 2 3 5
1330 3 8 2 2 3 8 7 7
1381 m'-'s: aoD
13S2 2 2 5 8 s 8 2 3 9 9 2 8 1 1
1358 1 1/ 8 3 7 11/ 9 9 1 1/ 1 1 4 6/
8 5 7 7 23 83 83 84/ 22 86/-44 46 12 20 11 u/
help that «aa xiaadad In ordar to hoeom o stm*9 cnltlvatad and eultnrad
parson*
Solving Porsonal Pre>l9?ns*«—As ravoalod by tha data prae-intad in
iohla 22, s oi* 6 p^i* cant jrf* tha mala graduataa and T or 7 per eont of
tha fanala pradi^tas rsoaivad all or almost tha halp that waa naodad in
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TABLB 23
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OF ACQUIRING THE
HifflIT OP DE'VELOPING GOOD HEALTH HABITS WAS MET BY
CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost Considerable, Little or
Class All Needed But Not Enough Some None
M P M 1P M P M P
N Per N Per N Par N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per
cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent
1943 2 3 1 1 3 5 4 4 1 1
1944 1 1/ 7 7 5 5
1945 1 1 3 5
1946 2 3 4 4 5 8 7 7 3 5
1 1
1947 1 1/ 6 6 3 3
1948 1 1 5 8 5 5 2 3 2 2
1949 3 5 2 3 4 4 3 5 3 3
1950 1 1/ 3 3 5 8 5 5 1 1
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 3 5 2 2 6 10 10 10 3 3
1953 2 3 1 1 9 15 7 7 2 3 5 5
15 25 19 20 35 58 55 57/ 10 16/ 21 22
Bolving personal problemsj 23 or 38 per cant of the mala graduates and
33 or 34/ per cent of the female graduates received considerable, but not
enough help that was needed in solving personal problems; 22 or 36/ per
cent of the male graduates and 44 or 46 per cent of the female graduates
received soma help that was needed in solving personal problems; and 12
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TABLS 24
DISTRIBUTION OP TiIE EXTENT TO NHICH THE PROBLEM OF SELECTING
A "FAMILY DOCTOR" AND "FAMILY DENTIST" WAS
MET BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost ConsidaraUla, Littla or
Class All Naadad But Not Enough Some Nona
M FM FMFM F
N Per N Par N Par N Per N Par N Per N Per N Per
cent oeut cent cent oant oant cent cent
1943 1 1/ 2 2 4 6/ 4 4
1944 5 5 1 1/ 7 7
1945 4 4
1946 2 3 1 1 8 13 10 10
1947 5 3 1 1/ 7 7
1948 1 1/ 1 1/ 5 3 5 8 5 5
1949 112 3 1 1 6 10 5 5
1950 2 2 1 1/ 2 2 5 8 5 5
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 5 3 1 1/ 2 2 1 1/ 1 1 7 10 9 9
1953 5 6 3 5 7 7 7 11/ 6 6
3 3 5 8 5 5 11 18 25 26 44 73 62 65
or 20 par oant of the mala graduates and 11 or 11/ per oant of the female
graduates reoalTed little or nona of the help that was needed in solving
personal problems*
B[abit of Developing Good Health Habits*—The data presented in Table
23 indicated that 15 or 25 per cent of the mala graduates and 19 or 20
52
per oent of the female gradxiatee reoeived all the help that was needed in
aoquiriog the hahlt of developing good health halJitej 35 or 58 per cent
of the male graduates and 65 or 57/ per cent of the female graduates
received oonsiderahle, but not enough help that was needed in acquiring
the habit of developing good health habits| and 10 or 16/ per cent of the
male graduates and 21 or 22 per cent of the female graduates received
some help that was needed in acquiring the habits of developing good
health habits*
Seleetin;; a "Family Doctor" and “Family Dentist*"—-The data pre¬
sented in fable 24 indicated that none of the male graduates and 3 or 3
per oent of the female graduates were given all or almost all the help
that was needed in selecting a "family doctor" and "family dentist;" 6
or 8 par oent of the male graduates and 5 or 5 per cent of the female
graduates were given considerable* but not enough help needed in select¬
ing a "family doctor" and "family dentist;" 11 or 18 per cent of the male
graduates and 25 or 26 per cent of the female graduates reoeived some of
the help that was needed in selecting a "family doctor" and "family
dentist;" and 44 or 73 per oent of the male graduates 62 or 65 per oent
of the female graduates received little <xr none of the help that was
needed in selecting a "family doctor" and "family dentist*"
Learning How to Prevent Accidents to One*a Self and to Others and of
Acquiring Safety Habits*—The data presented in Table 25 indicated that 8
or 13 per cent of the male graduates and 19 or 20 per oent of the female
graduates received all or almost all the help that was needed in learning
how to prevent accidents to one*s self and others* and acquiring safety
habits; 27 or 45 per cent of the male graduates and 43 or 45 per oent of
53
Ti^LB 25
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EXTENT TO TffHICH THE PRQBIEM OP LEARNING HOW TO
PREVENT ACCIDENTS TO ONE’S SELF AND TO OTHERS, AND OF ACQUIR¬



























1943 4 6/ 4 4 1 1/ 1 1 1 1
1944 1 1/ 3 3 6 6 3 3
1945 3 3 1 1
1946 3 5 4 6/ 6 6 2 3 3 3 1 1/ 2 2
1947 4 4 1 1/ 5 5 1 1
1948 2 2 3 5 5 5 4 6/ 1 1
1949 5 5 4 6/ 3 5 2 2 1 1/
1950 1 1 4 6/ 5 5 1 1/ 3 3 1 1/
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 1 1/ 2 2 1 1/ 2 2 5 8 7 7 2 3 .4 4
1953 3 5 2 2 6 10 7 7 4 6/ 2 2 2 2
8 13 19 20 27 45 43 45 20 33 24 25 5 8 9 9
the female graduates received considerable, but not enough help that was
needed in learning to prevent accidents to one’s self and others, and
acquiring safety habits; 20 or 33 per cent of the male graduates and 24
or 25 per cent of the female graduates received some of the help that was
needed in learning how to prevent accidents to one’s self and others;
and 5 or 8 per cent of the male graduates and 9 or 9 per cent of the
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TABLS 26
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO VraiCH THE PROBI^M OF
LEARNING HOW TO SPEND MONEY WISELY WAS MET


















N Per N Per
cent cent
1943 1 1 1 1 5 8 4 4
1944 1 1 2 2 1 1/ 9 9
1945 4 4
1946 1 1/ 4 4 9 15 7 7
1947 1 1 1 1 1 1/ 8 8
1948 2 2 1 1/ 1 1 6 10 5 6
1949 4 6/ 1 1 4 6/ 6 6
1950 4 6/ 2 2 2 3 7 7
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 2 3 2 2 2 3 8 8 5 8 5 5
1953 1 1/ 5 5 9 15 7 7 3 5 1 1
3 5 12 12/ 21 35 27 28 36 60 56 58/
male graduates and 9 or 9 per cent of the female graduates reoelved
little or none of the help that was needed in learning how to prevent
accidents to one's self and others.
Learning How to Spend Money Wisely,—The data presented in Table 26
indicated that 3 or 6 per cent of the male graduates and 12 or 12/ per
cent of the female graduates received considerable, but not enough help
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TABLE 27
DISTHIBUTIOH OP'THE EXTENT TO TiHICH THE PROBLEM OP LEARNING
TO PLAT ATHLETIC GAMES AND SPORTS WAS MET





















N Per N Per
cent cent
1943 1 1/ 3 5 2 2 1 1/ 4 4
1944 2 2 1 1/ 10 10/
1945 1 1 3 3
1946 2 3 1 1 5 8 4 4 3 5 6 6
1947 1 1 6 5 1 1/ 4 4
1948 1 1 4 6/ 3 3 2 2 3 6 2 2
1949 1 1/ 2 2 5 8 2 2 2 3 3 3
1950 2 3 1 1/ 5 5 1 1/1 1 2 3 3 3
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 3 5 3 3 1 1/ 1 1 1 1/2 2 4 6/ 9 9
1953 5 8 2 2 3 5 3 5 4 4 2 2 7 7
10 16/ 6 6 13 21/ 13 13/ 18 30 25 26 19 31/ 51 63/
that was needed in learning hcnr to spend money arlselyt 21 or 35 per cent
of the male graduates and 27 or 28 per cent of the female graduates
received some of the help that was needed in learning how to spend money
wiselyi and 36 or 60 per cent of the male graduates luad 56 or 68 per cent
of the female graduates received little or none of the help that was
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T^LE 28
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO MICH THE PROBLEM OP
DEVELOPING ONE OR IfiDRE "ART* HOBBIES WAS
MET BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost Considerable, Little or
Class All Needed But Not Enough Some None
MPM PMFMP
N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per
cent oent cent oent cent cent cent cent
1943 1 1/ 4 6/ 6 6
1944 3 3 1 1/ 9 9
1945 4 4
1946 2 2 10 16/ 9 9
1947 1 1/ 10 10/
1948 7 11/ 8 8
1949 1 1/2 2 7 11/ 5 5
1950 3 3 6 10 6 6
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 2 2 2 3 2 2 7 11/ 11 11/
1953 1 1/ 4 4 12 20 9 9
2 2 5 8 16 16/ 55 91/ 77 81
needed in learning how to spend money wisely.
Learning to Play Athletio Uames and Sports,—From the data presented
in Table 27, it was indicated that. 10 or 16;^ per oent of the male gradu¬
ates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates received all or almost
the help needed in learning to play athletio games and sportsj 13
or 21/ per oent of the male graduates and 13 or 13/ per cent of the
67
female graduates received considerable« but not enough of the help that
was needed in learning how to play athletic games and sports; 18 or 30
per cent of the mala graduates and 25 or 26 par cent of the female gradu¬
ates received games and sports; and 19 or 31/ per cant of the male
graduates and 51 or 53/ per cent of the female graduates received little
or none of the help that was needed in learning how to play athletic gaxnes
and sports*
Developing One or More "Art" Hobbias.—This data presented in Table
28 indicated that none of the male graduates and 2 or 2 per cent of the
female graduates received considerable* but not enough help that was
needed in developing one or more "art* hobbies; 5 or 8 per cent of the
male graduates and 16 or 16/ per cent of the female graduates received
some of the help that was needed in developing one or more "art" hobbies;
56 or 9l/ per cent of the male graduates and 77 or 81 per cent of the
female graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in
developing one or moire "art"hobbies»
Isarning How to Sing and / or Play a Musical Instrument*—The data
presented in Table 29 indicated that 7 or ll/ per cent of the male gradu¬
ates and none of the female graduates received considerable* but not
enough of the help that was needed in learning how to sing and / or play a
musical instrument; 9 or 15 per cent of the male graduates and 34 or 35/
per cent of the female graduates received some help in learning how to sing
and/ or play a musical instrument; and 44 or 73 per cent of the mala gradu¬
ates and 61 or 64 per cent of the female graduates received little or none




DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO TOEICH THE PROBLEM OF LEARNING
HOW TO SING and/ OR PLAY A MUSICAL INSTRUIffiNT WAS
MET BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
tassoA us ■■ I ' ■ sssassssassssssssssssssSBssss ..i ■ . fgagasgsaaagaaa ■■i.ir’i sssssssz , .. irsL^
All or Almost Considerable, Little or
Class All Needed But Not Enough Some Nozie
M FM FMFM F
N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per
cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent
1943 2 2 6 8 4 4
1944 1 1/ 1 1 11 11/
1945 4 4
1946 2 3 1 1 8 IS 10 10
1947 3 3 1 1/ 7 7
1948 2 2 7 11/ 6 6
1949 1 1/ 5 5 7 11/ 2 2
1950 1 1/ 4 4 5 8 5 5
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 2 3 1 1/ 10 10/ 6 10 5 6
1953 5 8 3 5 6 6 5 8 7 7
7 11/ 9 15 34 35/ 44 73 61 64
The Ability to Select and Enjoy Good Music,—The data presented in
Table SO indicated that 3 or 5 per cent of the male graduates and 8 or 8
per cent of the female graduates receiTed considerable, but not enough
help that was needed in acquiring the ability to select and en^oy good
music; 13 or 21/ per cent of the mala graduates and 24 or 25 per cent
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TABLE SO
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EXTENT TO WHICH TEE PRCBLSM OF ACQUIRINO
IHS ABILITY TO SELECT AND ENJOY GOOD MUSIC WAS
MET BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost Considerable. Little or
Class All Needed But Not Enough Some None
M P M P M P M ]?
N Per N Par N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per
oent oent oent oent cent cent cent cent
1943 2 3 3 5 6 6
1944 1 1/ 1 1 11 11/
1945 2 2 2 2
1946 1 1/ 2 3 2 2 7 11/ 9 9
1947 4 4 1 1/ 6 6
1948 1 1 7 11/ 7 7
1949 2 2 8 13 5 5
1950 3 5 2 2 3 5 7 7
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 5 5 3 5 3 3 6 10 7 7
1953 2 3 3 3 2 3 7 7 9 15 3 3
3 5 8 8 13 21/ 24 25 44 73 63 66
of tho female graduates received some of the help that was needed in
acquiring the ability to select and enjoy good music; and 44 or 73 per
cent of the male graduates and 63 or 66 per cent of the female graduates
received little or none of the help that was needed in acquiring the
ability to select and enjoy good music.
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TABLE 31
DISTRIBUTION OP TH3 EXT3NT TO TflfflICH THE PROBLEM OP ACQUIRING THE
ABILITY TO SELECT AETO ENJOY GOOD BOOKS AND MAGAZINES





N Per N Per
cent
Considerable,
But Not Enough Some
M PM













1943 2 3 1 I 3 5 5 5
1944 1 1/ 5 3 9 9
1945 2 2 2 2
1946 5 8 2 2 5 8 9 9
1947 4 4 1 1 6 6
1948 4 6/ 5 5 3 5 3 3
1949 6 10 4 4 2 3 3 3
1950 3 5 5 5 3 5 4 4
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 4 6/ 5 5 4 6/ 1 1 5 8 9 9
1953 5 5 2 3 3 3 7 11 5 5
4 6/ 10 10/ 27 45 30 31/29 48 55 57/
Tha Ability to Select and Enjoy Good Books and Magazines^—As indi¬
cated by tha data presented in Table 31* 4 or 6/ per cent of the male
graduates and 10 or lO/ per cent of the female graduates of Washington
Street High Sohool. Covington, Georgia during the period 1943-1953
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed in ac¬
quiring the ability to select and enjoy good books and magazine a j 27
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TilBLE! 32
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EXTENT TO TUHICH THE PROBLEM OP ACQUIRING THE
SOCIAL SKILLS OP DANCING, PLAYING PARTY GAMES, DOING PALOR





N Per N Per
cant cent
Considerable,
But Not Enough Son»
M F M P











1943 5 8 6 6
1944 • 3 3 1 1/ 9 9
1945 4 4
1946 5 8 3 3 5 8 8 8
1947 1 1 1 1/ 9 9
1948 111 1/ 4 4 6 10 3 3
1949 3 5 1 1 5 8 6 6
1950 3 5 2 2 3 5 7 7
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 3 5 5 5 6 10 10 10/
1953 6 10 4 4 7 11/ 9 9
1 1 21 35 23 24 39 65 71 74/
or 45 per cent of the male graduates and 30 or 3l/ per cent of the female
graduates reoeived some of the help that was needed in acquiring the
ability to select and enjoy good books and magaaines} and 29 or 48 per
cent of the male graduates and 55 or 57/ per cent of the female graduates
received little or none of the help that was needed in acquiring the
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TiffiLS 33
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO MICH THE PROBLEM OP ACQUIEINO TEE
ABILITY TO TAKE AN ENJOYABLE PART IN DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES
WAS MET BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost Considerablo« Little or
All Needed But Not Enough Some None
MPMPMPM P
N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per
cent oert cent cent cent cent cent cent
1943 5 8 6 6
1944 3 3 1 1/ 9 9
1945 4 4
1946 1 1/ 2 2 9 15 9 9
1947 1 1/ 10 10/
1948 4 6/ 3 3 3 5 5 5
1949 4 6/ 5 5 4 6/ 2 2
1950 3 S 3 3 3 5 6 6
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 2 3 6 6 7 11/ 9 9
1953 7 11/ 8 8 6 10 5 5
21 35 30 31/ 39 65 65 58
ability to select and enjoy good books and magazines*
The Social Skills of Dancing* Playing Party Games, Doing Parlor
Stunts, Etc*—The data as presented in Table 32 indicated that none of
the male graduates and 1 or 1 per cent of the female graduates received
considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed in acquiring
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TABLE 34
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OP LEARNING
HOW TO SELECT AND ENJOY GOOD PLAYS WAS MET
BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost Considerablo, Little or


















1943 1 1 1 1 5 8 4 4
1944 1 1/ 9 9 3 3
1945 1 1 1 1 2 2
1946 2 2 3 5 4 4 7 11/ 5 5
1947 1 1 1 1/ 9 9
1948 1 1 7 11/ 7 7
1949 6 8 3 6 7 7
1950 5 8 6 6 1 1/ 3 3
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 2 2 7 11/ 4 4 2 3 9 9
1953 5 8 6 6 8 13 7 7
6 6 26 43 33 34/ 34 56/ 56 58/
the social skills of dancing, playing party games, doing parlor stunts,
etc.; 21 or 35 per. cent of the male graduates and 23 or 24 per cent of
the female graduates received sane of the help that was needed in ac¬
quiring the social skills of dancing, playing party games, doing parlor
stunts, eto,| and 39 or 65 per oent of the male graduates ani 71 or 74/
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par oeut of the female graduates recel-ved little or none of the help
needed in acquiring the social skills cr dancings playing party games,
doing parlor stunts, eto.
The Ability to Take an Enjoyable Part in Dramatic ActiTities.'—» The
data presented in Table 33 indicated that 21 or 35 per cent of the male.
graduates and 30 or 31/ per cent of the female graduates received some
help that was needed in acquiring the ability to take an enjoyable part in
dramatic activities; and 39 or 65 per cent of the male graduates and 65
or 68 per cent of the female graduates received little or none of the help
that was needed in acquiring the ability to take an enjoyable part in
dramatic activities*
Learning How to Select and Enjoy Good Plays*-»-The data presented in
Table 34 Indicated that none of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of
the female graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help
that was needed in learning how to select and enjoy good plays; 26 or 43
per cent of the male graduates and 33 or 34/ per cent of the female gradu¬
ates received some of the help that was needed in learning how to select
and enjoy good plays; and 34 or 56 per cent of the male graduates and 66
or 58 per cent of the female graduates received little or none of the
help that was needed in learning how to select and enjoy good plays*
The Ability to Conduct a ifeeting Properly*—As indicated by the data
presented in Table 35, 7 or ll/ per cent of the male graduates end 6 or
6 per cent of the female graduates received all or almost all the help
needed in acquiring the ability to conduct a meeting properly; 9 or 16 per
cent of the male graduates and 8 or 8 per cent of the female graduates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed in
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TiBLB 35
DISTRIBUTION OP IHE EXTENT TO IVHICH THE PROBLEM OF ACQUIRING
THE iBILITY TO CONDUCT A MEETING PROPERLY WAS MET
BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1963



























1943 5 8 6 6
1944 1 1/ 5 5 7 7
1945 1 1 3 3
1946 4 6/ 4 4 6 10 7 7
1947 3 3 1 1/ 7 7
1948 2 3 4 4 5 8 4 4
1949 2 5 2 2 6 10 5 5
1950 5 8 7 7 1 1/ 2 2
1961 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 4 6 6 6 1 1/3 3 1 1/ 4 4 3 5 2 2
1953 3 5 7 11/ 5 5 1 1/ 8 8 2 3
7 11/ 6 6 9 15 8 8 15 25 38 40 29 48 43 45
acquiring the ability to conduct a meeting properly; 15 or 25 per cent of
the male graduates and 38 or 40 per cent of the female graduates received
some of the hslp that was needed in acquiring the ability to conduct a
meeting properly; and 29 or 48 per cent of the male graduates and 43 or
45 per cent of the female graduates received little cr none of the help
needed in acquiring the ability to conduct a meeting properly.
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T^LB 56
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OP BECOMING
A MORE COOPERATIVE COMMUNITY-MINDED PERSON WAS MET



























1943 3 5 2 2 2 3 3 5 1 1
1944 1 1/ 6 6 1 1 5 5
1945 4 4
1946 3 5 5 8 1 1 2 3 7 7 3 3
1947 1 1/9 9 1 1
1948 7 11/4 4 4 4
1949 7 11/4 4 1 1/ 3 5
1960 4 6/ 5 5 4 4 2 5
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 7 11/ 5 5 1 1/ 10 10/ 1 1/
1953 7 11/ 6 10 9 9 4 4
11 18 6 6 25 41/ 23 24 20 33/ 54 56/ 4 6/ 12 12/
Becoming a More Cooparative Commtmity-Mlndad Person*—Aa indicated
By the data presented in Tahle 36« 11 or 18 per cent of the male gradu¬
ates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates of Washington Street
High School, Covington, Georgia during the period 1943-1953, received
all or almost the help that was needed in becoming a more cooperative
community-minded person; 25 or 41 per cent of the mala graduates and 23
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TABI£ 37
DISTRIBUTION OF TH3 EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OF LEARNING
HOVf TO LIVE DEMOCRATICALLY WITH FBLLOWMBN WAS MET

























1943 2 3 4 4 3 5 2 2
1944 1 1/ 2 2 9 9 1 1
1945 1 1 1 1 2 2
1946 5 8 4 4 2 3 6 6 3 5 1 1
1947 3 3 2 2 1 1/ 5 5
1948 3 5 3 3 2 3 5 5 2 3
1949 2 3 1 1/ 2 2 5 8 5 5
1950 3 5 7 7 3 5 2 2
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 7 11/ 7 7 2 3 8 8
1953 5 8 3 5 6 6 5 8 7 7
16 26/ 13 13/20 33 49 51/ 24 40 33 34/
or 24 per oent of the female graduates reosived oonsiderahle, but not
enough of the help that was needed in becoming a more cooperative oom-
munity-minded person; 20 or 33 per oent of the male graduates and 54 or
56/ per cent of the female graduates received some of the help that was
needed in becoming a more cooperative eominunity-minded person; and 4 or
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TABLE 38
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO VfHICH THE PROBLEM OP RIDDING
WSBLP" OP RELIGIOUS AND RACIAL PREJUDICES WAS MET
BY CUSS AND SEX« 1943-1953
Class
All or Almost Considerable*
All Needed But Not Enough
M F M F
N Par N Par N Per N Per
















1943 5 8 6 6
1944 5 5 1 1/ 7 7
1945 2 2 2 2
1946 4 6/ 3 5 7 7 3 6/ 4 4
1947 1 1 2 2 1 1/ 7 7
1948 1 1/ 3 3 6 10 5 5
1949 4 6/ 6 5 4 6/ 2 2
1960 1 1/ 7 7 5 8 2 2
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 6 10 6 6 3 5 9 9
1953 5 5 7 11/ 3 3 6 10 5 5
4 6/6 6 22 36/ 40 42 34 56/ 49 51/
6/ par cent of the mala graduates and 12 or 12/ per cent of the female
graduates reoeived little or none of the help that was needed in becom¬
ing a more cooperative community-minded parson*
Learning How to Live Democratically With Fellowmen*—As indicated by
the data presented in Table 37* 15 or 26/ par cent of the male graduates
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TABLE 39
DISTRIBUTION OP TEE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OP DEVELOPING
AN INTEREST IN ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PROBLEMS
WAS MET BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost Considerabla, Little or




























1943 3 3 5 8 3 3
1944 5 5 1 1/ 7 5
1945 1 1 3 3
1946 2 3 6 6 8 13 5 5
1947 1 1/ 3 3 7 7
1948 2 3 3 5 6 6 2 3 2 2
1949 6 10 3 3 2 3 4 4
1950 1 1/ 3 3 3 5 5 5 2 3 1 1
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 2 2 4 6/ 7 7 5 8 5 5
1953 1 1/ 2 2 9 15 6 6 3 5 5 5
4 6/ 9 9 28 46/ 48 50 28 46/ 39 41
and 13 or 13/ per cent of the female graduates received considerable, but
not enough of the help that was needed in learning how to live democrati¬
cally with fallowmenj 20 or 33 per cant of the mala graduates and 49 or
51 per cent of the female graduates received some of the help that was
needed in learning how to live democratically with fellowmenj and 24 or
40 per cent of the male graduates and 33 or 34/ per cent of the female
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graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in learn¬
ing how to live democratically with fellowmen.
Ridding "Self* of Religious and Racial Prejudices.-- The data pre¬
sented in Table 38 indicated that 4 or 6 per cent of the male graduates
and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates received considerable^ but
not enough help that was needed in ridding "self of religious and racial
prejudices 1 22 or 36 per cent of the mala graduates and 40 or 42 per cent
of the female graduates received some help that was needed in ridding
"self" of religious and racial prejudicesj and 34 or 56/ per cent of the
male graduates and 49 or 5l/ per cent of the female graduates received
little or none of the help that was needed in ridding "self" of religious
and racial prejudices*
Developing an Interest in Boonomic, Social and Political Problems*—
The data presented in Table 39 pointed out that 4 or 6/ per cent of the
mala graduates and 9 or 9 per cent of the female graduates received con¬
siderable, but not enough of the help that was needed in developing an
interest in economic, social and political problemsi 28 or 46/ per cent
of the male graduates and 48 or 50 per cent of the female graduates
received some of the help that was ziesded in developing an interest in
economic, social and political problemsi and 28 or 46/ per cent of the
male graduates and 39 or 41 per cent of the female graduates received
little or none of the help that was needed in developing an interest in
economic, social and political problems*
Making Self a Well-Informed and Sensitive “Citisen of The World,"—
The data presented in Table 40 indicated that 6 or 10 per cent of the male
graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates received all or
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TABLE 40
DISTRIBUTION OF TJIS KSTENT TO HffilCH THE PRCBLBM OF MAKING SELF
A WELL-INFORMED AND SENSITIVE "CITIZEN OF THE WORLD"
WAS MET BY CUSS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost Considerable, Little or
Class All Needed But Not Enough Some None
M F M t M P M P
N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per N Per
cent cent cent cent cant cant cent cent
1943 1 1/ 1 1/ 1 1 1 1/ 5 5 2 3
1944 1 1/ 7 7 5 5
1945 1 1 2 2 1 1
1946 4 6/ 1 1 3 5 8 8 3 5 2 2
1947 2 3 1 1/ 7 7 1 1
1948 1 1/ 3 5 5 8 2 2 1 1/ 3 3
1949 1 1 7 11/ 5 5 1 1/ 1 1
1950 2 3 1 1/ 5 8 2 2 2 2 1 1/ 2 2
1961 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 3 3 3 5 6 10/ 6 10 4 4 2 2
1953 3 5 3 3 1 1/ 2 3 9 15 7 7 1 1
6 10 6 6 12 20 22 23 34 66/ 49 61/ 8 13 18 18/
almost all the ha Ip that was neadad in making self a wa11-infarmed and
sensitive "citizen of the world;" 12 or 20 per cent of the mala graduates
and 22 or 23 per cent of the female graduates received considerable, but
not enough of the help that was needed in making self a well-informed
aikl sensitive "citizen of the world;" 34 or 56/ per cent of the male
graduates and 49 or 5l/ per cent of the female graduates received some
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TAB1£ 41
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO TffilCH THE PROBLEM OP DEVELOPING AND
MAINTAINING TmOLSSOMB BOY-GIRL RELATIONSHIPS WAS MET
























1943 3 5 2 2 2 3 4 4
1944 1 1/ 9 9 3 3
1945 3 3 1 1
1946 2 2 4 6/ 2 3 8 8 4 6/ 1 1
1947 1 1 1 1/ 7 7 2 2
1948 6 6 2 3 1 1 5 8 1 1
1949 2 3 2 2 2 3 6 5 4 6/
1960 1 1 1 1 3 5 7 7 3 5
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 4 4 3 5 9 9 6 10 2 2
1953 2 3 3 3 6 10 8 8 5 8 2 2
3 5 9 15 17 17/ 22 36/ 59 62 29 48 16 16/
of the help that was needed in making self a -well-informed and sensitive
"citizen of the worldj" and 8 or 13 per cent of the male graduates and
18 or 18/ per cent of the female graduates reoeived little or none of the
help that was needed in making self a well-informed and sensitive "citizen
of the world."
De-veloping and Maintaining Wholesome Boy-Girl Relationships.— As
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TABLE 42
DISTSIBTJTIOir OP THE EXTENT TO TOUCH THE PROBLEM OF
PREPARING FOR WHOLESOME COCRTSHIP WAS MET

























1943 1 1 5 8 5 5
1944 3 3 1 HI 9 9
1945 2 2 1 1 1 1
1946 1 1 3 5 8 8 7 11/ 2 2
1947 5 3 1 1/ 7 7
1948 1 1/ 5 5 6 10/ 3 3
1949 4 6/ 3 3 4 6/ 4 4




4 6/ 7 7 5 8 6 6
1953 3 3 6 10 4 4 7 11/ 6 6
2 2 7 7 19 31/ 36 37 41 68 50 62/
indicated by the data presented in Table 41, none of the male graduates
and 5 or 3 per cent of the female graduates reoei-ved all or almost the
help that was needed in deTeloping and maintaining wholesome boy-girl re¬
lationships! 9 or 16 per cent of the male graduates and 17 or 17/ per
cent of the female graduates reoeived considerable, but not enough of the
help that was needed in developing and maintaining wholesome boy-girl
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TABLS 43
DISTRIBUTION OP THS EXTENT TO WICH THE PROBLEM OP
ACQUIRING THE ABILITY TO MANAGE A HOME Vv'AS































1943 3 3 5 8 3 3
1944 3 3 4 4 1 1/ 5 5
1945 3 3 1 1
1946 1 1/ 4 4 9 15 7 7
1947 5 5 1 1/5 5
1948 2 3 5 5 5 8 3 3
1949 3 3 8 13 4 4
1960 1 1/ 4 4 5 8 5 5
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1962 2 3 8 8 7 11/7 7
1953 5 5 5 8 7 7 8 13 1 1
8 8 11 18 46 48 49 81/ 41 43
rdlationshlps} 22 or 36/ per cent of the male graduates and 59 or 62 per
cent of the female graduates received some of the help that v/as needed in
developing and maintaining wholesome boy-girl relationshipsj and 29 or 48
per cent of the male graduates and 16 or 16/ per cent received little or
none of the help that was needed in developing and maintaining wholesome
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TABLE! 44
DISTEIBUTIOir OP THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OF PHEPARIBG FOR
INTELLIGENT PARENTHOOD (SOUND SEX EDUCATION, REARING CHILDREN



















N Per N Per
oent cent
1943 1 1 5 8 5 5
1944 2 2 1 1/ 10 10/
1945 1 1 3 3
1946 1 1/ 3 3 9 15 8 8
1947 2 2 1 1/ 8 8
1948 2 S 1 1 5 8 7 7
1949 1 1/ 1 1 7 11/ 6 6
1950 2 2 6 10 7 7
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 4 6/ 4 4 5 8 11 11/
1953 5 5 5 8 3 3 8 13 5 5
5 5 IS 21/ 20 21, 47 78 70 73/
Uoy-girl relationships.
Preparing for Wholesome Courtship,—The data presented in Table 42
Indicated that none of the male graduates and 2 or 2 per cent of the fe¬
male graduates reoeiTed all or almost all the help that was needed in
preparing for wholesoma courtship; none of the male graduates and 7 or 7
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per cent of the female graduates reoeived eonslderahle, hut not enough of
the help that was needed in preparing for wholesome courtship; 19 or 51/
per cent of the male graduates and 56 or 57/ per cent of the female gradu¬
ates reeeiTed some of the help that was needed in preparing for wholesome
courtship; and 41 or 68 per cent of the male graduates and SO or 52/ per
cent of Ihe female graduates reeeiTed little or none of Ihe help that
was loeeded in preparing for wholesome courtship*
Acquiring the Ahillty to Manage a Hcane*— The data presented in Table
45 indicated that none of ths male graduates and 8 or 8 per cent of the
female graduates received considerable, but not enough help that was
needed in acquiring the ability to manage a home; 11 or 18 per cent of
the male graduates and 46 or 48 per cent of the female graduates re¬
ceived some of the help that was needed in acquiring the ability to
manage a home; and 49 or 8l/ per cent of the male graduates end 41 or 45
per cent of the female graduates received little or none of the help that
was needed in acquiring the ability to manage a home wisely*
Preparing For Intelligent Parenthood*—From the data presented in
Table 44, it was indicated that none of ths male graduates and 5 or 5 per
cent of the female graduates received considerable, but not enough of the
help that was nseded in preparing for intelligent parenthood; 15 or 2l/
per cent of the male graduates and 20 or 21 per cent of the female gradu¬
ates received soma of the help that was needed in preparing for intelli¬
gent parenthood; and 47 or 78 per cent of the male graduates and 70 or
73 per cent of the female graduates received little or none of ths help
that was needed in preparing for intelligent parenthood*
Choosing Appropriate School Subjects,—The data presented in Table 45
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TABU! 45
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EXTENT TO TOICH THE PROBLEM OF
CHOOSING APPROPRIATE SCHOOL SUBJECTS WAS MET





























1943 2 3 1 1 3 5 5 5
1944 2 2 1 1/ 10 10/
1945 1 1 3 3
1946 1 1/ 3 3 9 15 8 8
1947 3 3 1 1/7 7
1948 2 3 2 2 5 8 6 6
1949 3 5 5 8 7 7
1960 3 3 6 10 6 6
1961 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 4 4 3 5 2 2 6 10 9 9
1953 4 6/ 3 5 5 5 6 10 8 8
8 15 4 4 10 16/ 23 22 42 70 69 72/
pointed out that 8 or 13 per cent of the male graduates and 4 or 4 per
cent of the female graduates received considerable, but not enough of
the help that was needed in choosing appropriate school subjects; 10 or
16/ per cent of the male graduates and 22 or 23 per cent of the female
graduates received some of the help that was needed in choosing appro¬
priate school subjects; and 42 or 70 per cent of the male graduates and
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table: 46
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EXTENT TO TOICH THE PROBLEM OP CHOOSING
APPROPRIATE OUT-OP-CLASS ACTIVITIES WAS MET





N Per N Per
oent oent
Considerable,
But Not Enough Some
M F M P M
N Per N Per N Per N Per N






1943 5 8 6 6
1944 1 1/ 3 3 9 9
1945 1 1 3 3
1946 2 3 1 1 8 13 10 10/
1947 2 2 1 1/ 8 8
1948 1 1/ 6 10 8 8
1949 3 5 1 1 5 8 6 6
1950 1 1 6 10 8 8
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 3 3 9 15 12 12/
1953 4 4 6 10 2 2 7 11/ 7 7
4 4 13 21/ 14 14/ 47 78 77 81
69 or 72/ por oanb of tho femala graduates received little or none of the
help that was needed in choosing appropriate school subjects.
Choosing Appropriate Out-Of-Class Activities,—The data presented in
Table 46 pointed out that none of the male graduates and 4 or 4 per oent
of the female graduates received considerable, but not enough of tho
help that was needed in choosing appropriate out-of-class aotivities;
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TiiBLB 47
DISTRIBUnON OF THE EXTENT TO TOUCH TEE PROBLEM OP
DEVELOPING GOOD STUDY HABITS VIAS MET
BY CLASS AND SEX, 1943-1953
All or Almost ConslderaBla, Little or


















1943 4 6 3 3 1 1/ 2 2 1 1
1944 1 1/ 9 9 3 3
1945 3 3 1 1
1946 2 2 5 8 8 8 5 8 1 1
1947 1 1 1 1/ 7 7 2 2
1948 1 1/ 7 7 6 10 1 1
1949 8 13 5 5 1 1 1 1
1950 1 1/ 5 8 7 7 2 2
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 1 1/ 5 5 6 10 4 4 2 3 4 4
1953 1 1/ 2 2 7 11/ 9 9 5 8 4 4
1 1/ 3 3 27 45 56 58/ 25 41/ 26 27 7 11/ 10 10/
13 or 2l/ per oent of the male graduates and 14 or 14/ per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that was needed in choosing
appropriate out-of-class activities} 47 or 78 par cent of the male gradu¬
ates and 77 or 81 par oent of the female graduates received little or
none of the help that was needed in choosing appropriate out-of-class
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TABLE 48
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROBLEM OF DECIDING
WHSTHEH OR NOT TO ATTEND A TRADE OR OTHER VOCATIONAL









But Not Enough Some
M F If ]














1943 2 3 1 1 3 5 5 5
1944 1 1 3 5 1 1/ 5 5 3 3
1945 1 1 3 3
1946 4 4 1 1 5 8 2 2 5 8 4 4
1947 3 3 1 1/ 7 7
1948 4 4 3 5 2 3 1 1 2 3 3 3
1949 2 3 3 5 6 6 3 5 1 1
1950 6 10 1 1 4 4 4 4
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 2 2 6 10 5 S 3 5 8 8
1953 1 1/ 1 1/ 3 3 7 11/ 9 9 4 6/ 1 1
3 5 11 11/ 19 31/ 13 13/ 17 28 32 33 21 35 39 41
activities•
Developing Good Study Habits.—From the data presented in Table 47,
it was pointed out that 1 or l/ per cent of the mala graduates and 5 or
3 per cent of the female graduates received all or almost all the help
that was needed in developing good study habits; 27 or 45 per cent of
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TABLES 49
DISTRIBUTION OF THE E3CTSHT TO YfflICH THE N3SD OF DE¬
CIDING MIETHER OR NOT TO GO TO COLLEGE WAS


























1943 4 6/ 3 3 3 3
1944 1 1/ 3 3 7 7 2 2
1945 4 4
1946 2 2 5 8 5 5 5 8 1 1 3 3
1947 1 1 1 1/ 9 9
1948 1 1 2 3 5 5 4 6/ 2 2 3 5 1 1
1949 1 1 6 10 5 5
1950 7 7 6 10 2 2
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 5 8 7 7 4 6/ 6 6 2 2
1953 3 5 5 5 9 15 8 8 1 1/
5 8 3 3 15 25 37 38/ 35 58 43 45 6 8 12 12/
tho male graduates and 56 or 58/ per cent of the female graduates re¬
ceived considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed in
developing good study habitsj 25 or 41 per cent of the male graduates
and 26 or 27 par cent of the female graduates received soms of the help
that was needed in developing good study habitsj and 7 or ll/ per cent
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of ths male graduates and 10 or lo/ per cent of the female graduates
received little or none of the help that vras needed in developing good
study habits.
Deciding Whether or Not to Attend a Trade or Other Vocational
School,—The data presented in Table 48 indicated that S or 5 per cent
of the male graduates and 11 or ll/ per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost the help that was needed in deciding whether or
not to attend a trade or other vocational school; 19 or 3l/ per cent of
the male graduates and 13 or 13/ per cent of the female graduates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed in
deciding whether or not to attend trade or other vocational school; 17
or 28 per cent of the male graduates and 32 or 53 per cent of the female
graduates received swie of the help that was needed in deciding whether
or not to attend a trade or other vocational school; and 21 or 35 per
cent of the male graduates and 39 or 41 per cant of the female graduates
received little or none of the help that was needed in deciding whether
or not to attend a trade or other vocational school.
Deciding Whether or Not to go to College,— The data presented in
Table 49 indicated that 5 or 8 per cent of the male graduates and 3 or
3 per cent of the female graduates received all or almost all the help
that was needed in deciding whether or not to go to college; 15 or 25
per cent of the male graduates and 37 or 38/ per cent of the female
graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help that was
needed in deciding whether or not to go to college; 35 or 58 per cent
of the male graduates and 43 or 45 per cent of the female graduates re¬














DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT TO TffiilCH TBE CHOOSING OF A TRADE OR OTHER
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL WAS MET IP ATTENDANCE AT SUCH AN INSTITUTION




N Per N Per
eeixt cent
Considerable, Little or Didn’t Plan
But Not Enough Some Nona To Go
M FM PHFMP
N Per N Per N Per N Per N Par N Per N Per N Per









3 2 2 3 6 4 4
7 7 11/55
11 3 3
5 5 6 7 11/ 6 6
3 3 11/77
3 2 2 5 8 6 6
1/ 3 3 5 8 4 4
5 2 2 3 6 7 7
2 4 6/ 3 3 5 8 10 lO/
3 9 15 8 8




to oolldgoi and 5 or 8 per cent of the male graduates and 12 or 12/ of
the female graduates received little or none of the help that was needed
in deciding whether or not to go to college*
The Choosing of a Trade or Other Vocational School*— The data pre¬
sented in Table 50 indicated that 3 or 5 per cent of the male graduates
and 5 or 5 per cent of the female graduates received some of the help
that was needed in choosing a trade or other vocational school if
attendance at such an institution was intended; 18 or 30 per cent of the
male graduates and 31 or 32/ per cent of the female graduates received
little or none of the help that was needed in choosing a trade or other
vocational if attendance at such an institution was Intended; and 39 or
65 par cent of the male graduates and 59 or 62 per cent of the female
graduates didn*t plan to go to a trade or other vocational school*
The Problem of Choosing a College if Attendance was Planned*—» The
data presented in Table 51 indicated that 5 or 8 per cent of the male
graduates aitd none of the female graduates received considerable* but
not enough of the help that was needed in choosing a college* if attend¬
ance was planned; 5 or 8 per cent of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per
cent of the female graduates received some of the help that was needed in
choosing a college, if attendance was planned; 11 or 18 par cent of the
male graduates and 18 or 18/ per cent of the female graduates received
little or none of the help that was needed in choosing a college* if
attendance was planned; and 39 or 65 per cent of the male graduates and
71 or 74/ par cent of the female graduates didn't plan to go to college*
Secia-ing Adequate Preparation for Successful College Work if Attend-
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1943 5 8 6 6
1944 1 1/ 2 2 10 10
1945 4 4
1946 3 5 2 2 3 5 4 10 9 9
1947 3 3 1 1/ 7 7
1948 1 1/ 5 5 6 10 3 3
1949 1 1/ 1 1/ 6 10 7 7
1950 1 1/ 1 1 1 1 5 8 7 7
1951 TRANSITION-PERIOD
1952 1 1/ 1 1/ 4 4 2 3 2 2 5 8 9 9
1953 1 1/ 5 8 2 2 3 5 4 6/ 11 11
4 6/ 12 20 19 19/ 8 13 3 3 36 60 73 76
00
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6/ per cant of the mala graduates and none of the female graduates of
Washington Street High School* Covington, Georgia during the period
1943 to 1953 received considerable, but not enough of the help that was
needed in adequate preparation for successful college workj 12 or 20 per
oent of the male graduates artd 19 or 19/- per cent of the female gradu¬
ates received some of the help that was needed in adequate preparation
for successful college work; 8 or 13 per oent of the male graduates and
3 or 3 per cent of the female graduates received little or none of the
help that was needed in adequate preparation for successful college work,
if attendance was planned; and 36 or 60 per cent of the male graduates




Introductory Statement.— Tha problem involired in this study was to
determine the extent to which the graduates of V/ashington Street High
School, Covington, Georgia felt that their educational,vocational and social
needs were met during the period 1943-1954, This chapter is designed for
the presentation of a summation of the data involved in this study with
conclusions and implications as determined from the analysis of the data.
Chapter III is further designed for the formulation of recommendations for
the improvement of the curriculum of Washington Street High School, Coving¬
ton,, Georgia in order to provide more of the necessary experiences which
will more adequately prepare students for better educational, vocational
and social adjustment.
Purposes of the Study,— The overall purpose of this study was to
determine the extent to which graduates felt that the school provided ex¬
periences which were appropriate for meeting their educational vocational
and social needs.
Objective answers to questions of this nature provide more specific
information with reference to the problems of this study,
1, What was the extent to which graduates were prepared to earn a
living?
2, tVhat Twas the extent to which graduates developed effective persona¬
lities?




4. l/5hat was the extent to which graduates were prepared to manage
personal finances wisely?
5. Fifhat was the extent to which graduates were prepared to spend
leisure time wholesomely and enjoyably?
6. What was the extent to which graduates were prepared to take
an effective part in civic affairs?
7. Vilhat was the extent to which graduates were prepared for marriage,
home-making and parenthood?
8. l/i/hat was the extent to which graduates made effective use of
educational opportunities?
Definition of Terms.— Special terms used in this study are listed
below,
1, ’’Educational Need”, in this study means the extent to which
graduates were prepared to succeed in further study,
2, "Vocational Need", in this 3tu<fy means the extent to which
graduates were prepared to succeed in an occupation or vocation
without further study,
3, "Social Need", in this study means the extent to which graduates
were prepared to develop into desirable participating citizens,
4, "Curriculum", in this study means the activities that are pro¬
vided for the students by the school,
5, "Transition-Period", in this study means the shifting from the
Eleven-Year Program to the Twelve-Year Program.
Locale and Research Design.— The data for this study was compiled in
Covington, Newton County, Georgia during 1953 and 1954 with information
coving the period 1943-1953.
Method of Research; The Normative-Survey Method of research was
used in this study, utilizing official records, questionnaires and/
or interviews in the collection of the data.
Subjects; The subjects used in this study were 155 of the 182
graduates of the Washington Street High School, Covington, Georgia
during the period 1943-1953,
1
Harold Alberty, Reorganizing the High School Curriculum (New York,
1950), p. 95.
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Instrumenti The questionnaire was used in this study* supplemented
by the interview and permanent records of the graduates, in order to
obtain pertinent data with reference to graduates of Washington Street
High School, Covington, Georgia during the period 1943-1953.
Statistical Treatment: Documentary frequency and per cents were used
in this study as a basis of interpretation.
Procedure.— Pertinent data for the developn»nt of the research were
gathered, organized, analyzed and presented in thesis form through the
following procedural steps.
1, A survey of related literature was made and presented,
2, Officials and others directly concerned with the school program
received explanations of the purposes of the study in order to
secure their cooperation.
3, A questionnaire was constructed and sent to each graduate who
could be contacted, with a self-addressed stamped envelope, and
a letter of explanation.
4, jtfithin a reasonable length of time, a card was sent to each
graduate who had not returned the questionnaire,
5, Interviews were held with graduates who were available, with
the data for the questionnaire being compiled on the spot,
6, A critique of the current program of the Washington Street High
School, Covingtoi^ Georgia was presented as a frame of reference
for the analysis of data and the interpretation thereof.
7, The responses to the questions in the questionnaire vrere recorded
on proper forms, analyzed and summarized,
8, These data were presented in final thesis form as prescribed by
the School of Education of Atlanta University.
Summary of Related Literature.— The literature related to this research
was presented under three captions, namely: implications for currioul;m
modifications, general school policies, and follow-up and related studies.
Tliis survey of related literature revealed the following significant facts.
1, The development and evaluation of the curriculum must be contin¬
uous.
2. The best preparation for present living is aiding the learner in
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discovering his problems and in understanding the nature of the
problems so that he may develop competencies in solving problems.
3. Administrators and teachers should continue to improve themselves
in order to provide the most productive types of experiences for
the optim^lm development of the learners.
4. The curriculum of the secondary school has changed much too slowly
in relation to the changes in modern society.
5. There is a great need for general education of the learners in
order to provide fiindamentals which may be applied to any body
of vital knowledge regarding any matter.
6. The graduates of a large number of schools are lost in the fog
of "adult life" year after year, and the schools make little or
no effort to aid them after formal school years are over.
7. Most of the secondary schools have bent their energies toward
college preparation which is not justifiable with the small per¬
centage of graduates who enter college from most schools.
8. The schools in general have no relationship with the graduates
until they have made some reasonable adjustments to the problems
of life.
9. Since the school belongs to the people, it holds that the people
should be given a voice in making policies of a general nature.
10. It is not safe to assume that the most intelligent high school
graduates will enter college,
11. ■ Lack of finance, marriage and employment may be among the out¬
standing causes which prevent graduates from continuing their
studies.
12. The lack of proper guidance may be a cause of poor social and
vocational adjustment of graduates..
13. Follow-up studies are valuable aids in the evaluation of the
effectiveness of school programs.
Findings.— The findings which follow in the separate paragraphs were
drawn directly from the interpretation of the data collected in the study
concerning the graduates of Washington Street High School, Covington,




The data presented in Table 1 revealed that there were 182
graduates of Washington Street High School, Covington, Georgia
during the period 1943-1953. Of the 182 graduates, 73 or 40
per cent were male and 109 or 59/ per cent were female.
Returned Questionnaires
Table 2
The data presented in Table 2 indicated that 60 or 39 per cent
of the returned questionnaires were male graduates and 95 or 61 per
cent of the returned questionnaires were female graduates.
Location of Graduates
Table 3
The data presented in Table 3 indicated that 20 or 33 per cent
of the male graduates and 43 or 45 per cent of the female graduates
were living in Covington and Hewton Countyj 17 or 28 per cent of the
male graduates and 30 or 3l/ per cent of the female graduates were
living elsewhere in Georgia; and 23 or 38 per cent of the male gradu¬




The data presented in Table 4 indicated that 24 or 40 per cent
of the male graduates and 22 or 23 per cent of the female graduates
had done advanced study at colleges or universities; 5 or 8 per cent
of the male graduates and 16 or 16/ per cent of the female graduates
had studied at trade, business or vocational schools; and 31 or 5l/
per cent of the male graduates and 57 or 60 per cent of the female
graduates had done no advanced study.
Usefulness of High School Studies
Table 5
The data presented in Table 5 on the usefulness of high school
studies pointed out that 16 or 26/ per cent of the male graduates
and 28 or 29 per cent of the fenale graduates had found practically
all of their high school studies useful in real life; 21 or 35 per
cent of the male graduates and 35 or 36/ per cent of the female gra¬
duates had found niost of their high school studies useful; 12 or 20
per cent of the nale graduates and 19 or 20 per cent of the female
graduates had found about half of their high school studies useful;
9 or 15 per cent of the male graduates and 10 or lo/ per cent of
the female graduates had found less than half of their high school
studies useful; and 2 or 3 per cent of the male graduates and 3 or
3 per cent of the female graduates had found very little of their
high school studies useful.
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Additional Help Needed in Subject-Matter Areas
Table 6
The data on the subject-matter areas as presented in Table 6
indicated four general areas, namely. Sex Education, Science with
Laboratory, Commercial Education, and Fine Arts.
Sex Education: The data pointed out that 7 or ll/ per cent of
the male graduates and 22 or 23 per cent of the female graduates
desired help in the area of Sex Education.
Science with Laboratory: The data pointed out that 20 or 33
per cent of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female
graduates desired help in the area of Science with Laboratory.
Commercial Education: The data pointed out that 18 or 30 per
cent of the male graduates and 42 or 44 per cent of the female
graduates desired help in the area of Commercial Education.
Fine Arts: The data pointed out that 9 or 15 per cent of the
male graduates and 15 or 15/ per cent of the female graduates
desired help in the area of Fine Arts.
No Suggestion: The data pointed out that 6 or 10 per cent of
the male graduates and 10 or lO/ per cent of the female graduates
had no suggestions as to subject-matter areas in which help was
desired.
Type of Study Habits
Table 7
The data presented in Table 7 indicated that 7 or ll/ per cent
of the male graduates and 28 or 29 per cent of the female graduates
were encouraged to use very good study habits; 33 or 55 per cent
of the male graduates and 45 or 47 per cent of the female graduates
were encouraged to use good.stuby habits; 17 or 28 per cent of the
male graduates and 22 or 23 per cent of the female graduates were
encouraged to use fair study habits; and 3 or 5 per cent of the
male graduates were encouraged to use poor study habits.
Adequate Vocational Information
Table 8
The data presented in Table 8 on vocational information indicated
that 2 or 3 per cent of the male graduates and 8 or 8 per cent of the
female graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help
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that ms needed; 24 or 40 per cent of the male graduates and 36 or
37 per cent of the female graduates received some; and 34 or 56 per
cent of the male graduates and 51 or 63 per cent of the female gradu¬




The data presented in Table 9 on vocational interests pointed out
that 3 or 5 per cent of the male graduates and 4 or 4 per cent of the
female graduates received considerable, but not enough help that ms
needed; 11 or 17 per cent of the inale graduates and 22 or 23 per cent
of the female graduates received some of the help that v/as needed; and
46 or 76/ per cent of the male graduates and 69 or 73/ per cent of
the female graduates received little or none of the help that ms
needed in discovering vocational interests.
leaking Wise Vocational Choices
Table 10
The data presented in Table 10 on making wise vocational choices
pointed out that 1 or l/ per cent of the male graduates and 1 or 1 per
cent of the female graduates received all of almost all the help that
ms needed; 3 or 5 per cent of the male graduates and 5 or 5 per cent
of the female graduates received considerable, but not enough of the
help that ms needed; 10 or 16/ per cent of the male graduates and
22 or 23 per cent of the female graduates received some of the help
that was needed; and 46 or 76/ per cent of the male graduates and 67
or 70/ per cent of the female graduates received little or none of
the help that ms needed in making wise vocational choices.
Preparing (Training) For A Chosen Vocation
Table 11
The data presented in Table 11 on preparing for a chosen vocation
indicates that 5 or 8 per cent of the male graduates and 5 or 5 per
cent of the female graduates receives considerable, but not enough
of the help that was needed; 19 or 3l/ per cent of the male graduates
and 43 or 45 per cent of the female graduates received some of the
help that ms needed; and 36 or 60 per cent of the male graduates and
47 or 49 per cent of the female graduates received little or none of
the help that ms needed in preparing for a chosen vocation.
Developing Good Work Habits
Table 12
The data presented in Table 12 on developing good work habits
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indicated that 24 or 40 per cent of the male graduates and 48 or 50/
per cent of the female graduates received all or almost all of the
help needed; 25 or 4l/ per cent of the male graduates and 31 or 32/
per cent of the female graduates received considerable, but not
enough of the help that -was needed; 9 or 15 per cent of the male gra¬
duates and 7 or 7 per cent of the female graduates received some of
the help that ms needed; 2 or 3 per cent of the male graduates and
9 or 9 per cent of the female graduates received little or none of
the help that ms needed in developing good mrk habits.
Getting A Job And 1.5aklng Good
Table 13
The data presented in Table 13 indicates that 16 or 26/ per cent
of the male graduates and 29 or 30/ per cent of the female graduates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
32 or 53 per cent of the male graduates and 44 or 46 per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 12
or 20 per cent of the male graduates and 22 or 23 per cent of the
female graduates received little or none of the help that was needed
in getting a job and making good at it.
Acquiring Good Itanners, Poise and Self-Confidence
Table 14
The data presented in Table 14 revealed that 30 or 50 per cent
of the male graduates and 59 or 62 per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed in acquiring
good manners, poise and self-confidence; 23 or 38 per cent of the
male graduates and 27 or 28 per cent of the female graduates received
considerable, but not enough of the help that ms needed in acquiring
good manners, poise and self-confidence; and 7 or ll/ per cent of the
male graduates and 9 or 9 per cent of the female graduates received




The data presented in Table 15 indicated that none of tte male
graduates and 14 or 14/ per cent of the female graduates received
all or almost all of the help that was needed in improving personal
appearance; 2 or 3 per cent of the male graduates and 43 or 45 per
cent of the female graduates received considerable, but not enough
of the help that ms needed; 27 or 45 per cent of the male graduates
and 32 or 33/ per cent of the female graduates received some of the
help that ms needed; and 31 or 5l/ per cent of the male graduates
and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates received little or none
of the help that ms needed in improving personal appearance.
Controlling Emotions and Conduct
Table 16
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The data presented in Table 16 indicated that 18 or 30 per cent
of the male graduates and 46 or 48 per cent of the female graduates
received all of almost all of the help that was needed; 31 or 51
per cent of the male graduates and 36 or 37 per cent of the female
graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help needed;
8 or 13 per cent of the male graduates and 11 or ll/ per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 3 or
5 per cent of the male graduates and 2 or 2 per cent of the female
graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in
controlling emotions and conduct.
Acquiring The Ability To Speak More Effectively
Table 17
The data presented in Table 17 indicated that 3 or 5 per cent
of the male graduates and 10 or lO/ per cent of the femnle graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 22 or 36 per
cent of the male graduates and 39 or 41 per cent of the female gradu¬
ates received considerable, but not enough of the help that was need¬
ed; 29 or 28 per cent of the male graduates and 46 or 48 per cent of
the female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and
6 or 10 per cent of the male graduates and none of the female gradua¬
tes received little or none of the help that was needed.
Acquiring The Ability To TiTrite More Effectively
Table 18
The data presented in Table 18 indicated that 6 or 10 per cent
of the male graduates and 3 or 3 per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 16 or 26/
per cent of the male graduates and 38 or 40 per cent of the female
graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help that
was needed; 20 or 33 per cent of the male graduates and 44 or 46 per
cent of the female graduates received some of the help that was
needed; and 18 or 30 per cent of the male graduates and 10 or lO/
per cent of the female graduates received little or none of the help
that was needed in acquiring the ability to write more effectively
and enjoyably.
Acquiring The Ability To Read More Effectively
Table 19
The data presented in Table 19 indicated that 7 or ll/ per cent
of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 25 or 4l/
per cent of the male graduates and 36 or 37/ per cent of the female
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graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help that was
needed; 18 or 30 per cent of the male graduates and 44 or 46 per cent
of the female graduates received some of the help that was needed;
and 10 or 16/ per cent of the male graduates and 9 or 9 per cent of
the female graduates received little or none of the help that was
needed in acquiring the ability to read more effectively and enjoya-
bly.
Acquiring The Ability To Get Along Happily iTiiith Others
Table 20
The data presented in Table 20 pointed out that 22 or 36 per
cent of the male graduates and 36 or 37 per cent of the female gradu¬
ates received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 14 or
23 per cent of the male graduates and 35 or 36 per cent of the female
graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help that was
needed; 21 or 35 per cent of the male graduates and 20 or 21 per cent
of the female graduates received some of the help that was needed;
and 3 or 5 per cent of the male graduates and 4 or 4 per cent of the
female graduates received little or none of the help that was needed.
Developing Intellectual Interests
Table 21
The data presented in Table 21 indicated that 11 or 18 per cent
of the male graduates and 10 or 10 per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 28 or 46 per
cent of the male graduates and 52 or 54 per cent of the female gradu¬
ates received considerable, but not enough of the help that was
needed; 16 or 26 per cent of the male graduates and 28 or 29 per cent
of the female graduates received some of the help that was needed;
and 5 or 8 per cent of the male graduates and 5 or 5 per cent of the
female graduates received little or none of the help that was needdd
in devdoping intellectual interests in order to become a more culti¬
vated and cultured person.
Solving Personal Problems
Table 22
The data presented in Table 22 indicated that 3 or 5 per cent of
the male graduates and 7 or 7 per cent of the female graduates recei¬
ved all or almost all of the help that was needed; 23 or 38 per cent
of the male graduates and 33 or 34 per cent of the female graduates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
22 or 36 per cent of the male graduates and 44 or 46 per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 12 or
20 per cent of the male graduates and 11 or ll/ per cent of the female
graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in
solving personal problems.
Developing Good Health Habits
Table 23
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The data as presented in Table 23 indicated that 15 or 25 per cent
of the male graduates and 19 or 20 per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 35 or 58 per
cent of the male graduates and 55 or 57 per cent of the female gradua¬
tes received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
and 10 or 16 per cent of the male graduates and 21 or 22 per cent of
the female graduates received some of the help that was needed in
developing good health habits.
Selecting A ’’Family Doctor” and "Family Dentist"
Table 24
The data presented in Table 24 indicated that none of the male
graduates and 3 or 3 per cent of the female graduates were given all
or almost all of the help that was needed; 5 or 8 per cent of the
male graduates and 5 or 5 per cent of the female graduates received
considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed; 11 or 18
per cent of the male graduates and 25 or 26 per cent of the female
graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 44 or 73
per cent of the male graduates and 62 or 65 per cent of the female
graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in
selecting a "family doctor" and a "family dentist".
Preventing Accidents To Self and Others
Table 25
The data presented in Table 25 indicated that 8 or 13 per cent
of the male graduates and 19 or 20 per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 27 or 45 per
cent of the male graduates and 43 or 45 per cent of the female gradua¬
tes received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
20 or 33 per cent of the male graduates and 24 or 25 per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 5 or
8 per cent of the male gradviates and 9 or 9 per cent of the female
graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in learn¬
ing how to prevent accidents to self and others and of acquiring
safety habits.
Learning How To Spend Money Wisely
Table 26
The data presented in Table 26 indicated that 3 or 5 per cent
of the male graduates and 12 or 12/ per cent of the female gradmtes
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
21 or 35 per cent of the male graduates and 27 or 28 per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that ms needed; and 36
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or 60 per cent of the male graduates and 56 or 58 per cent of the
female graduates received little or none of the help that was needed
in learning how to spend money wisely.
Learning To Play Athletic Games and Sports
Table 27
The data presented in Table 27 indicated that 10 or 16 per cent
of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates
recei'^ed all or almost all of the help that was needed; 13 or 21
per cent of the male graduates and 13 or 13/ per cent of the female
graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help that was
needed; 18 or 30 per cent of the male graduates and 25 or 26 per cent
of the female graduates received some of, the help that was needed;
and 19 or 31 per cent of the male graduates and 51 or 53 per cent of
the female graduates received little or none of the help that was
needed in learning to play athletic games and sports.
Developing One Or More "Art” Hobbies
Table 28
The data presented in Table 28 indicated that none of the mal®
graduates and 2 or 2 per cent of the female graduates received con¬
siderable, but not enough of the help that was needed; 5 or 8 per
cent of the male graduates and 13 or 16/ per cent of the female
graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 55 or 91
per cent of the male graduates and 79 or 81 per cent of the female
graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in
developing one or more "art” hoboies.
Learning To Sing And/Or Play A Musical Instnoment
Table 29
The data presented in Table 29 indicated that 7 or 11 per cent
of the male graduates and none of the female graduates received con¬
siderable, but not enough of the help that was needed; 9 or 15 per
cent of the male graduates and 34 or 35 per cent of the female
graduates received some of the help that was needed; 44 or 73 per
cent of the male graduates and 61 or 64 per cent of the female gra¬
duates received little or none of the help that was needed in learn¬
ing how to sing and/or play a musical instrument.
Acquiring The Ability To Select And Enjoy Good li(bsic
Table 30
The data presented in Table 30 indicated that 3 or 5 per cent
of the male graduates-and 8 or 8 per cent of the female graduates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
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13 or 21/ per cent of the male graduates and 24 or 25 per cent of
the female graduates received some of the help that Tvas needed; and
44 or 73 per cent of the male graduates and 63 or 66 per cent of the
female graduates received little or none of the help that was needed
in acquiring the ability to select and enjoy good music.
Acquiring The Ability To Select And Enjoy Good Books
And Idagazines
Table 31
As indicated by the data presented in Table 31, 4 or 6 per cent
of the mala graduates and 10 or lO/ per cent of the female grauuates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
27 or 45 per cent of the m.ale graduates and 30 or 30 per cent of
the female graduates received soire of the help that was needed; and
29 or 48 per cent of the male graduates and 55 or 57/ per cent of
the female graduates received little or none of the help that was




The data presented in Table 32 indicated that none of the male
graduates and 1 or 1 per cent of the female graduates received con¬
siderable, but not enough of the help that was needed; 21 or 35 per
cent of the male graduates and 23 or 24 per cent of the female gra¬
duates received some of the help that was needed; and 39 or 65
per cent of the male graduates and 71 or 74 per cent of the female
graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in
acquiring the social skills of dancing, playing parity games, doing
parlor stunts, etc.
Taking An Enjoyable Part In Dramatic Activities
Table 33
The data presented in Table 33 indicated that 21 or 35 per cent
of the male graduates and 30 or 31 per cent of the female graduates
received some of the help that was needed; 39 or 65 per cent of the
male graduates and 65 or 68 per cent of the female graduates received
little or none of the help that was needed in acquiring the ability
to take an enjoyable part in dramatic activities.
Learning To Select And Enjoy Good Plays
Table 34
The data presented in Table 34 indicated that none of the male
graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates received
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considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed; 26 or 43
per cent of the male graduates and 33 or 34/ per cent of the female
graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 34 or 56/ per
cent of the male graduates and 56 or 58/ per cent of the female gra¬
duates received little or none of the help that was needed in learn¬
ing how to select and enjoy good plays.
Conducting A Meeting
Table 35
As indicated by the data presented in Table 35, 7 or 11 per cent
of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 9 or 15 per
cent of the male graduates and 8 or 8 per cent of the female gradua¬
tes received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
15 or 25 per cent of the male graduates and 38 or 40 per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 29
or 48 per cent of the male graduates and 43 or 45 per cent of the
female graduates received little or none of the help that was needed
in acquiring the ability to conduct a meeting properly.
A More Cooperative Community-Minded Person
Table 36
The data presented in Thble 36 indicated that 11 or 18 per cent
of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 25 or 4l/
per cent of the male graduates and 23 or 24 per cent of the female
graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help that was
needed; 20 or 33 per cent of the male graduates and 54 or 56 per cent
of the female graduates received some of the help that was needed;
and 4 or 6 per cent of the male graduates and 12 or 12/ per cent of
the femAle graduates received little or none of the help that was
needed in becoming a more cooperative community-minded person.
Learning How To Live Democratically ftith Others
Table 37
The data presented in Table 37 indicated that 16 or 26/ per cent
of the male graduates and 13 or 13/ per cent of the female graduates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
20 or 33 per cent of the male graduates and 49 or 5l/ per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 24 or
40 per cent of the male graduates and 33 or 34/ per cent of the fe¬
male graduates received little or none of the help that was needed
in learning how to live democratically with fellowmen.
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Ridding “Self Of Religious And Racial Prejudice
Table 38
The data presented in Table 38 indicated that 4 or 6 per cent
of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
22 or 36 per cent of the male graduates and 40 or 42 per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 34
or 56/ per cent of the male graduates and 49 or 5l/ per cent of the
female graduates received little or none of the help that was needed
in ridding '*self'' of religious and racial prejudice.
Developing An Interest In Economic, Social and Political
Pr oblems
Table 39
The data presented in Table 39 indicated that 4 or 6/ per cent
of the male graduates and 9 or 9 per cent of the female graduates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
28 or 46/ per cent of the male graduates and 48 or 50/ per cent of
the female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and
28 or 46/ per cent of the male graduates and 39 or 41 per cent of
the female graduates received little or none of the help that was
needed in developing an interest in economic, social and political
problems.
Making "Self" A Well-informed And Sensitive Citizen
Table 40
The data presented in Table 40 indicated that 6 or 10 per cent,
of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 12 or 20
per cent of the male graduates and 22 or 23 per cent of the female
graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help that
was needed; 34 or 56/ per cent of the male graduates and 49 or 5l/
per cent of the female graduates received some of the help that was
needed; and 8 or 13 per cent of the male graduates and 18 or 18/
per cent of the female graduates received little or none of the help
that was needed in making "self’* a well-informed and sensitive
"citizen of the world".
Developing and Maintaining l/fiiolesome Boy-Girl
Relationships
Table 41
As indicated by the data presented in Table 41, none of the
male graduates and 3 or 3 per cent of the female graduates received
all or almost all of the help that was needed; 9 or 15 per cent of
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the male graduates and 17 or 17/ per cent of the female graduates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
22 or 36/ per cent of the male graduates and 59 or 62 per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 29
or 48 per cent of the male graduates and 16 or 16/ per cent of the
female graduates received little or none of the help that was needed
in developing wholesome boy-girl relationships.
Preparing For IVholesome Courtship
Table 42
The data presented in Table 42 indicated that none of the male
graduates and 2 or 2 per cent of the female graduates received all
or almost all of the help that was needed; none of the male gradu¬
ates and 7 or 7 per cent of the female graduates received consider¬
able, but not enough of the help that was needed; 19 or 3l/ per cent
of the male graduates and 36 or 37/ per cent of the female graduates
received some of the help that was needed; and 41 or 68 per cent of
the male graduates and 50 or 52/ per cent of the female graduates
received little or none of the help that was needed in preparing
for wholesome courtship.
The Ability To Ivlanage A Home
Table 43
The data presented in Table 43 indicated that none of the male
graduates and 8 or 8 per cent of the female graduates received con¬
siderable, but not enough of the help that was needed; 11 or 18 per
cent of the male graduates and 46 or 48 per cent of the female gra¬
duates received some of the help that was needed; and 49 or 8l/ per
cent of the male graduates and 41 or 43 per cent of the female
graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in
acquiring the ability to manage a home.
Preparing For Intelligent Parenthood
Table 44
The data presented in Table 44 indicated that none of the male
graduates and 5 or 5 per cent of the female graduates received con¬
siderable, but not enough of the help that was needed; 13 or 2l/
per cent of the male graduates and 20 or 21 per cent of the female
graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 47 or 78
per cent of the male graduates and 70 or 73/ per cent of the female
graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in
preparing for intelligent parenthood.
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Choosing Appropriate School Subjects
Table 45
The data presented in Table 45 indicated that 8 or 13 per cent
of the male graduates and 4 or 4 per cent of the female graduates
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
10 or 16 per cent of the male graduates and 22 or 23 per cent of the
female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 42
or 70 per cent of the male graduates and 69 or 72 per cent of the
female graduates received little or none of the help that was needed
in choosing appropriate school subjects.
^hoosing Appropriate Out-Of-Class Activities
Table 46
The data presented in Table 46 indicated that none of the male
graduates and 4 or 4 per cent of the female graduates received
considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed; 13 or 21
per cent of the male graduates and 14 or 14/ per cent of the female
graduates received some of the help that was needed; and 47 or 78
per cent of the male graduates and 77 or 81 per cent of the female
graduates received little or none of the help that was needed in
choosing appropriate out-of-class activities.
Developing Good Study Habits
Table 47
The data presented in Table 47 indicated that 1 or l/ per cent
of the male graduates and 3 or 3 per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 27 or 45
per cent of the male graduates and 56 or 58 per cent of the female
received considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed;
25 or 4l/ per cent of the male graduates and 26 or 27 per cent of
the female graduates received some of the help that was needed; and
7 or ll/ per cent of the male graduates and 10 or lO/ per cent of
the female graduates received little or none of the help that was
needed in developing good study habits.
Deciding 7ihether Or Hot To Attend A Trade Or Other
Vocational School
Table 48
The data presented in Table 48 indicated that 3 or 5 per cent
of the male graduates and 11 or ll/ per cent of the female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 19 or 3l/
per cent of the male graduates and 13 or 13/ per cent of the female
graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help that was
needed; 17 or 28 per cent of the male graduates and 32 or 33/ per
cent of the female graduates received some of the help that was
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needed; and 21 or 35 per cent of the male graduates and 39 or 41
per cent of the female graduates received little or none of the
help that was needed in deciding whether or not to attend a trade
or other vocational school.
Deciding Vi/hether Or Hot To Go To College
Table 49
The data presented in Table 49 indicated that 5 or 8 per cent
of the male graduates and 3 or 3 per cent of ihe female graduates
received all or almost all of the help that was needed; 15 or 25
per cent of the male graduates and 37 or 38 per cent of the female
graduates received considerable, but not enough of the help that was
needed; 35 or 58 per cent of the male graduates and 43 or 45 per cent
of the female graduates received some of the help that was needed;
and 5 or 8 per cent of the male graduates and 12 or 12/ per cent of
the female graduates received little or none of the help that was
needed in deciding whether or not to go to college.
Choosing A Trade Or Other Vocational School
Table 50
The data presented in Table 50 indicated that 3 or 5 per cent
of the male graduates and 5 or 5 per cent of the female graduates
received son© of the help that was needed; 18 or 30 per cent of the
male graduates and 31 or 32/ per cent of the female graduates re¬
ceived little or none of the help that was needed; and 30 or 65 per
cent of the male graduates and 59 or 62 per cent of the female
graduates didn’t plan to attend a trade or other vocational school.
Choosing A College
Table 51
The data presented in Table 61 indicated that 5 or 8 per cent
of the male graduates and none of the female graduates received
considerable, but not enough of the help that was needed; 5 or 8
per cent of the male graduates and 6 or 6 per cent of the female
graduates received some of the help that was needed; 11 or 18 per cent
of the male graduates and 18 or 18/ per cent of the female gradua¬
tes received little or none of the help "that was needed; and 39 or
65 per cent of the male graduates and 71 or 74 per cent of the fe¬
male graduates didn’t plan to go to college.
Adequate Preparation For Successful College Work
Table 52
The data presented in Table 52 indicated that 4 or 6 per cent
of the male graduates and none of the female graduates received
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considerable, but not enough of the help that Vfas needed; 12 or 20
per cent of the male graduates and 19 or 19/ per cent of the female
graduates received some of the help that was needed; 8 or 13 per cent
of the male graduates and 3 or 3 per cent of the female graduates
received little or none of the help that was needed for securing
adequate preparation; and 36 or 60 per cent of the male graduates
and 73 or 76 per cent of the female graduates didn’t plan to go to
college.
Conclusions.— The interpretation of the data in this study seems to
warrant the following conclusions.
1. There is a great need for ooiirses in the areas of Sex and Commer¬
cial Education, Science with Laboratory Experiences and Fine
Arts. These areas have been expressed as weaknesses by the
graduates.
2. The mobility of the graduates of the vYashington Street High School,
Covington, Georgia is very high, with only 63 or 40/ per cent of
the 155 graduates who returned their questionnaires and/or inter¬
viewed, still living in Covington, Newton County, Georgia.
3. There is a great need for a Guidance Program with emphasis on
Social Adjustment and Occupational Information in cooperation
with Employment Services.
4. There should be more emphasis placed on the development of well-
rounded citizens which will include en^hasia on social skills.
5. A strong program of general education should be provided for
graduates, since only a small percentage enter collage.
6. The graduates seem to think that the school has done an average
job in spite of the many limitations.
Implications.— The interpretation of the data presented in the body
of this thesis revealed the following pertinent implications.
1. The curriculum of the 'Washington Street High School, Covington,
Georgia needs to be studied and revised in order to more adequately
prepare graduates who enter college and/or trade or vocational
schools and to encourage more of the graduates to continue their
studies, by placing emphasis on general education.
2. The school should provide courses in the areas of Sex Education,
Science v/ith Laboratory Experiences, Commercial Education and
Fine Arts.
3. There is a need for a strong Guidance Progrsun with emphasis on
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Occupational Information and Social Development. The Occupational
Information phase of the Guidance Program should work closely with
the En^loyment Services in order to provide students with infor¬
mation regarding requirements, salaries, possibilities for advance¬
ment and opportunities for specific occupations.
4. Developmental courses in Social Skills should be integrated or
added in order to provide experiences of a desirable nature which
will aid in better social adjustment of the graduates.
Recommendations«— The following recommendations are made on the basis
of the interpretation and analysis of the data for stimulating interest in
an improved program in the T/ashington Street High School, Covington, Georgia
in order to meet the educational, vocational and social needs of the
students and graduates.
1. CurriculTom offerings be studied and revised to provide courses
in Commercial and Sex Education, Fine Arts and Science with
Laboratory Experiences under the supervision of qualified person¬
nel.
2. A strong functional Guidance Program with enphasis on Social
Adjustment and Occupational Information be planned under the
supervision of full or part-time personnel,
3. An In-Service Education Program on curriculirm revision be planned
for administrators, teachers, students and lay people,
4. More emphasis be placed on general education and meaningful out-
of-class activities.
5. Periodic follow-up studies be made of graduates so as to continue
the development of the cvrriculum in order that the school will
meet the needs of the pupils more adequately.
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You will be glad to know that your Alma I.to.ter, Yifashington
Street High School, is continuing to improve its Educational
Program,
Your help is needed in this program. Facts about you and
your judgments will help to decide what kind of education those
students presently in school and those on the way up should
have.
You are asked to fill out the enclosed questionnaire - it
will take only a few minutes - put it unsigned in the accompany¬
ing self-addressed envelope, and drop it in the mail.
Do fill out the questionnaire promptly, won’t you? 'de are




HOW MCE \'ilERE YOU HELPED BY YOUR HIGH SCHOOL?
By Harold C. Hand
Universily of Illinois
A. Explanation
1. The purpose of this questionnaire study is to find out how much the
members of your class value their high school.
2. This study is being made in connection with the TiTashington Street High
School Curriculum Program, a project in which your school is playing an
important part,
3. The results of this study of "How Much Were You Helped by Your High
School?" will be very helpful to the authorities in making improvements
in your high school. Consequently, you can be assured that the few
minutes it will take you to fill this questionnaire, you will be per¬
forming an act of good citizenship,
B, Directions
1. This questionnaire is easy to fill out. It will take you only about
20 minutes. For the most part, you simply check the answers that are
true for you,
2. Use either a pencil or a pen,
3. Answer every question,
4. iffhen you have filled out the questionnaire, put it in the enclosed
envelope and drop it in the mail. This envelope is already addressed
eind stamped,
5. Do it now, please. Your "story" is important. So fill out the ques¬
tionnaire HOViT, and mail it pror5)tly,C,The Questionnaire
8. You graduated in class
9, TRiat is your sex (Check one)
^Male
Female10,liWiere are you living at Ihe present time? (Check one)
In or near the town where I went to high school.
Elsewhere. (Tell where: ),
11. When you "settle down," where do you expect to make your home?
(Check one)
In or near the town where I went to High School,
Elsewhere, (Tell where; ),
12, How much of what you studied vAien you were a student in high school
have you thus far found useful in real life? (Check one)
Practically everything I studied has proved useful.
Host of what I studied.
About half of -vdiat I studied.
Considerably less than half of what I studied,
Very little of what I studied has proved useful.
13-14, If you think that some of the things you studied are not useful in
real life, tell what these things were:
15, When you were a student in high school, what sort of study habits were
you encouraged or permitted to acquire? (Check one)




Very poor study habits.
IS, How much of the vocational information (l^'-pes of work, salaries, pre¬
paration required, supply and demand, etc.) that you needed did you
get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
17, How much of the help that you needed in preparing for your chosen
vocation (job) did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some.
Little or none.
18, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to conduct a
meeting properly did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none.
19.How much of the help that you needed in learning how to control your
emotions and your conduct did you get in your high school? (Check
one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some.
Little or none,
20. '.Wien you graduated from high school had you decided what occupation
you planned to enter? (Check one)
Yes.
Ho,
21. If your answer was ’’y^s” tell what occupation you planned to enter;
22. How much of the help that you needed in choosing an appropriate voca¬
tion (an occupation suited to your interests and capacities, etc.)
did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some.
Little or none.
23. How much of the help that you needed in deciding whether or not to
go to a vocational or trade school did you get in your high school?
(Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
24. How much of the help that you needed in choosing a particular voca¬
tional or trade school did you get in your high school?
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some
Little or none,
25. How much of the help that you needed in learning how to get a job
did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
26, How much of the help that you needed in developing good work habits
(to'fetiok to” a task, to be reliable and prompt, to get the job done
right, etc,) did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
27, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to drive and care
for an automobile did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
28, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to speak more
effectively and enjoyably did you get in your high school? (Check
one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none.29,How much of the help that you needed in learning how to write more
effectively and enjoyably did you get in your high school? (Check
one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
so. How much of the help that you needed in learning how to read more
effectively and enjoyably did you get in your high school? (Check
one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none,
31. How much of the help that you needdd in learning how to dance, to
play indoor partj'" games, and do party stunts did you get in your high
school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none.
32• How much of the help that you needed in learning how to play athletic
games and sports did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none.
33, How much of the help that you needed in developing one or more enjoy¬
able hobbies did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some,
Little or none.
34, How much of the help that you needed in developing a "making things,"
a "making it go," or a "tinkering" hobby (i/lfood work, flying model
airplanes, developing pictures, building or repairing radios, tuning
automobiles, etc.) did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little, or none,
35, How much of the help that you needed in developing an "art hobby"
(sketching, painting, leather tooling, going to art exhibits, etc.)
did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all tlmt I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Soma,
Little or none,
36, How much of the help that you needed in developing an "outdoor acti¬
vity" hobby (gardening, nature study, riding, camping, fishing, etc.)
did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none.
37, How much of the help that you needed in developing an interest in
economic, social, and political problems did you get in your high
school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none.
38, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to study and
help solve-economic, social and political problems did you get in
your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
39, How much of the help that you needed in becoming a more cooperative,
community-minded person did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
40, How much of the help that you needed in ridding yourself of religious
and racial prejudice and intolerance did you get in your high school?
(Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some.
Little or none,
41, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to distinguish
right from wrong and to guide your actions accordingly did you get
in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
42, ii/hen you were a student in high school, how much help in solving your
personal problems did you get at school? (Check onej
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none.
43W44. If you think that the school should have given you more help, tell
what problems you needed help with:
45, How much of the help that you needed in choosing appropriate subjects
or courses did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none,
46, How much of the help that you needed in choosing appropriate out-of¬
class actiTities (clubs, basketball, plays, etc.) did you get in your
high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
47, How much of the help that you needed in deciding whether or not to
go to college did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that 1 needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
48, How much of the help that you needed in choosing a particular college
did you get in high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none.
49, How much of the help that you needed in preparing for successful
college work did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough.
Some,
Little or none,
50, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to buy wisely
(how to get the most for your money) did you get in your high school?
(Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none.
51. How much of the help that you needed in learning how to care for your
health and to establish good health habits did you get in your high
school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none.
52. How much of the help that you needed in learning how to prevent
accidents to yoiirself and to oti^rs did you get in your high school?
(Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none.
53. How much of the help that you needed in learning how to improve your
personal appearance did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none.
54. How much of the help that you needed in acquiring good manners, poise,
and self-confidence did you get in your high school?
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none.
55. How much of the help that you needed in learning how to get along
happily mth other people did you get in your high school? (Check
one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,56,How much of the help that you needed in learning how to select good
books and magazines did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some,
Little or none.
57. How much of the help that you needed in learning how to select and
enjoy good movies did you gat in yoiur high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
58, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to get the best
out of the radio did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
59, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to select and
enjoy good music did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
'
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
60. How much of the help that you needed in learning how to sing and/or
play a musical instrument did you get in your high school? (Check
one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
61, How much of the help that you needed in developing intellectual
interests in order to become a more cultivated and cultured person
did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
62. How much of the help that you needed in maintaining wholesome boy-
girl relationships did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none.
63, How much of the help that you needed in preparing yourself for a
wholesome courtship did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
■ Considerable, but not enough.
Some,
Little or none,
64, How much of the help that you needed in reference to sound sex educa¬
tion did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none,
65, How much of the help that you needed in preparing yourself for intell
gent parenthood (rearing children intelligently) did you get in your
high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
66, How much of the help that you needed in preparing yourself for intel¬
ligent homemaking did you get in your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
67, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to take an enjoy
able part in dramatic activities did you get in your high school?
(Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,




68, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to select and
enjoy good plays and other dramatic performances did you get in your
high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none.
69,How much of the help that you needed in learning how to live democra¬
tically with your fellow men did you get in your high school?, (Check
one)
All or almost all that I needed,
~
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
70, How much of the help that you needed in learning to live as a well-
informed and sensitive ’’citizen of the world" did you get in your
high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
71, How much of "vdiat you got out of the out-of-class activities (clubs,
parties, athletics, etc,) when you were a student in your high school
have you thus far found useful in real life? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed,
Considerable, but not enough,
Some,
Little or none,
72, If you think that some of the things that you got out of these acti¬
vities are not useful in real life, tell what these things were:73,How many things that you were HOT taught while you were in high school
do you think SHOULD HAVE BEEH TAUGHT to you? (Check one)
nothing that I didn’t get,
A few things,
I'&.ny things,
74-75, If there are things that you should have been taught, tell what
these things are:
76, How much of the help that you needed in learning how to use the facili¬
ties of a bank and in developing habits of thrift did you get from
your high school? (Check one)
(Check on next page).
77. How much of the help that you needed in learning how to buy life
insurance wisely did you get from your high school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none.
78. How much of the help that you needed in learning how to select a
family doctor and a family dentist (how to distinguish the "quacks'*
from the properly qualified ones, etc.) did you get from your high
school? (Check one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none.
79. How much of the help that you needed in discovering your vocational
interests and abilities did you get from your high school? (Check
one)
All or almost all that I needed.
Considerable, but not enough.
Some.
Little or none.
30. Please list any other information that you think will be helpful in
improving the school
